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he Government on Sunday
T
announced an import
embargo on 101 items to give
a major boost to the Indian
defence industry.
This move towards selfreliance will see the domestic
players
manufacturing
weapons ranging from artillery
guns to missiles and assault
rifles to name a few.
They will also be expected
to bag orders worth over C4
lakh crores over the next seven
to eight years as the Army, IAF
and Navy will be procuring
world class weapon systems
developed and manufactured
within the country.
The negative list or the
embargo will commence from
December this year in a graded manner and continue till
2024 as the Services are now
amidst negotiating deals with
foreign vendors. As defence
deals take relatively longer time
compared to other contracts,
the Government has gone in
for timeline for stopping
imports.
Making the important

announcement about the
import embargo, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh said
here it is a big step towards
Atmanirbhar Bharat (selfreliance) in defence.
In a series of tweets, he said
the Defence Ministry has prepared a list of 101 items for
which there would be an
embargo on the import
beyond the timeline indicated
against them.
The Minister also said the
Defence Ministry has also
bifurcated the capital procurement budget for 2020-21
between domestic and foreign
capital procurement routes.

A separate budget head
has been created with an outlay of nearly C52,000 crore for
domestic capital procurement
in the current financial year, he
said. He said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has given a call
for a self-reliant India based on
the five pillars, i.e., economy,
infrastructure, system, demography & demand and
announced a special economic package for Self-Reliant India
named ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat.’
Taking cue from that evocation, the Ministry of Defence
prepared the list, said Rajnath,
adding it will offer a great
opportunity to the Indian

defence industry to manufacture the items by using their
own design and development
capabilities or adopting the
technologies designed and
developed by the Defence
Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO).
Elaborating upon the policy, the Minister also said
almost 260 schemes of such
items were contracted by the
Tri-Services at an approximate
cost of C3.5 lakh crore between
April 2015 and August 2020. “It
is estimated that contracts
worth almost C4 lakh crore will
be placed upon the domestic
industry within the next 6 to 7

years,” he said.
Of these, items worth
almost C1,30,000 crore each are
anticipated for the Army and
the Air Force while items worth
almost C1,40,000 crore are
anticipated by the Navy over
the same period.
Singh said more equipment for import embargo
would be identified progressively by the Department of
Military Affairs in consultation
with all stakeholders.
The list also includes,
wheeled Armoured Fighting
Vehicles (AFVs) with indicative
import embargo date of
December 2021, of which the
Army is expected to contract
almost 200 at an approximate
cost of over C5,000 crore, he
said.
The Defence Ministry officials said the embargo on
imports is planned to be progressively implemented
between 2020 and 2024.
The aim is to apprise the
Indian defence industry about
the anticipated requirements of
the Armed Forces so that they
are better prepared to realise
the goal of indigenisation.
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aking a dig, Congress
T
leader and former Home
Minister P Chidambaram said
the Defence Minister promised
a ‘bang’ on a Sunday morning
and ended with a ‘whimper.’
The only importer of
defence equipment is the
Defence Ministry. Any import
embargo is really an embargo
on oneself. What the Defence
Minister said in his historic
Sunday
announcement
deserved only an Office Order
from the Minister to his
Secretaries!
Import embargo is high
sounding jargon. What it
means is we will try to make
the same equipment (that we
import today) in 2 to 4 years
and stop imports thereafter!,
the Congress leader said in a
series of tweets.
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n a move to direct financial
Ifarmers
support and to empower the
of the country, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Sunday electronically transferred C17,100 crore to the
bank accounts of over 8.5 crore
farmers as part of the PMKISAN scheme.
The Prime Minister also
launched the agriculture infrastructure fund with a capital of
C1 lakh crore for agri-entrepreneurs, startups, agri-tech
players and farmer groups for
post-harvest management and
nurturing farm assets
through a video conference

on the occasion of “Balram
Jayanthi”, a day when farmers
worship plough.
The first sanction of over
C1,000 crore was made
to over 2,280 farmers
under the Agriculture
Infrastructure Fund.
Speaking on the occasion,
Modi said no middlemen or
commission was needed
as the amount went straight to
farmers.
He also expressed satisfaction because the objective of
the scheme was fulfilled.
“C17,000 crore of PMKisan Samman Nidhi have
been deposited into bank
accounts of 8.5 crore farmers
with a single click. No middlemen or commission, it went
straight
to
farmers.
I am satisfied because the
objective of the scheme is being
fulfilled,” PM Modi said during
the launch of a financing facility for farmers.
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rassroot workers of the
G
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) are turning out to be “sitting ducks” in Kashmir valley in
the absence of adequate security cover for even those who
figure on the “hit list” of terrorists and fearing for their lives
, about one dozen BJP workers
have so far resigned from the
membership of the party
recently.
Four party workers from
Budgam resigned following
fresh attack on a BJP worker in
the area on Sunday.
It is learnt the BJP workers
have forwarded their letters of
resignation to SSP Budgam
and District President Budgam
BJP. Budgam BJP president
Aga Mohsin told reporters the
letters of resignations of four
BJP workers are in circulation
on WhatsApp.
“I will talk to them regarding their resignations,” he

added. According to a police
spokesman, a BJP worker hailing from Budgam was shot at
and critically injured by terrorists. He was out for a morning walk when terrorists targeted him.
This is the third incident in
the valley in the last one week.
On August 6, BJP sarpanch
Sajad Ahmad Khanday was
killed in Vessu village of
Qazikund block in South
Kashmir’s Kulgam district. On
August 4, BJP Panch Arif
Ahmad was also critically
wounded after terrorists fired
at him in Akhran Qazigund.
According to a police
spokesman, at about 6.30 am
terrorists fired upon a BJP
worker identified as Abdul
Hameed Najar, son of
Mohammad Jamal.
“The BJP worker was
shifted to SMHS hospital
Srinagar for treatment where
his condition is stable,” police
spokesman added.
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he State’s coronavirus death
T
toll surged to 272 with 13
more patients succumbing to
the disease on Sunday. This was
the maximum number of daily
fatalities in a day so far.
Six from Ganjam district,
two from Koraput, and one
each
from
Baleswar,
Bhubaneswar, Khordha,

Bargarh and Nayagarh succumbed to the disease, the
Health and Family Welfare
Department said.
The deceased from
Ganjam included a 65-year-old
man, a 40-year-old man, a 6oyear-old woman, a 66-year-old
man, a 37-year-old man and a
50-year-old man.
The other fatalities included an 81-year-old man of

Baleswar district, a 52-year-old
man of Bhubaneswar, a 60year-old man of Khordha district, a 39-year-old man of
Bargarh district and a 47-yearold man and a 67-year-old
man of Koraput district.
Besides, a 32-year-old male
Covid-positive patient of Puri
district died due to other health
complications. “The patient
expired due to cardiomyopathy
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s many as 166 new CovidA
19 positive cases were
detected in Bhubaneswar on
Sunday. With this, the total
cases in the city mounted to
3,929. Of the new cases, 98
were from quarantine and 68
local contact cases.
The quarantined cases
included 17 from Salia Sahi
linked with an earlier case; 13
from a quarantine centre linked
with an earlier case; five of
Unit-9 linked with an earlier
case; four cases, all employees
of a Central Government hospital; four of IRC Village N-2;
three of Shailashree Vihar;
three of Unit-1 Basti; three of
Ganganagar; three of Reserve
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Police Colony; two of Unit- 8
OCC Colony Basti; two of
IRC Village N-6; two cases,
both employees of a private
hospital; two of Baramunda
Jagannath Vihar; two of
Badagada Brit Colony; and
two of Old Town Hata Sahi.
The local contacts included three of Shailashree Vihar,
two of Chintamaneswar, two of
Acharya Vihar, two of Prasanti
Vihar, two of Siripur Kandha
Sahi, two of Forest Park, two of

Palaspalli Lane-9, two of
Nayapalli, two of Nehru Basti,
two of Bhimpur, two of
Budheswari Colony, two of
Aiginia, one of Satyanagar and
one of Pokhariput.
However, 113 patients
recovered from the disease in
the city on the day.
In Cuttack, 112 positive
cases were detected on Sunday,
taking the city’s total count to
1,668. Of the new cases, 32 were
from the Malgodown containment zone. While 24 were from
Jalua Sahi, eight were from
Behera Sahi. All were contacts
of earlier reported positive cases
in the containment zone.
Besides, 11 were from institutional quarantine, 48 from
home quarantine and 31 were
local contact cases.

with severe left ventricular
dysfunction, tubercular peritonitis,” the department said.
The non-Covid death toll now
stands at 49.
On the day, the State
reported 1,734 new positive
cases from 29 districts. With
this, the total caseload rose to
45,927. Of the new cases, 1,075
were reported from quarantine
centres and 659 were local
contact cases, the Information
and
Public
Relations
Department said.
Khordha district again surpassed Ganjam district in
recording the day’s highest
cases. Khordha registered 342
cases followed by Ganjam 222,
Cuttack 177, Sundargarh 126,
Nayagarh 106, Gajapati 85,
Baleswar 73, Koraput 60,
Kandhamal 59, Bhadrak 58,
Puri 55, Malkangiri 52, Bargarh
51, Jajpur 38, Mayurbhanj 35,
Dhenkanal 29, Keonjhar 27,
Kalahandi 24, Nuapada 22,
Rayagada 18, Sambalpur 14,
Nabarangpur and Subarnapur
13 each, Jagatsinghpur 12,
Balangir and Jharsuguda six
each, Deogarh five, Angul four
and Kendrapada two.
However, another 1,543
patients recovered on the day,
taking the total recoveries to
31,784 in the State.
The highest 402 recovered
in Ganjam district followed by

efund of the State
Government’s KALIA
financial assistance by ineligible beneficiaries has been kept
in abeyance.
The Director of Agriculture
& Food Production has written
a letter to the Chief District
Agriculture Officers in this
regard, sources said on Sunday.
“In view of the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic situation
and the Kharif agricultural
crop operations, it has been
decided to keep the refund
activities of KALIA assistance
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ore people in urban areas
M
in Cuttack district have
been infected by coronavirus in
comparison to the rural areas,
said Cuttack district Collector
Bhabani Shankar Chayani here
on Sunday.
Chayani said 53.1 per cent
from urban Cuttack tested positive whereas around 46.9 per
cent from rural areas of
the district have so far contracted the virus.
A total of 1,364 positive
cases were detected in rural
areas while 1,546 persons in
urban areas of the district tested positive, he said, adding that
the number of active cases in
rural and urban areas of the
district stood at 216 and 773,
respectively.
The maximum positive
cases were detected from rural
areas of Narasinghpur,
Badamba and Athagada blocks.
Similarly, some areas of Cuttack
city’s Malgodown area reported the maximum number of
cases, he informed.
While the recovery rate in
the district is at 66.03 per cent,
the fatality rate so far stands at
0.01 per cent. A total of 301
Covid warriors in the district
have tested positive for the
virus, Chayani added.
210 in Khordha, 131in
Cuttack,128 in Koraput,111 in
Gajapati, 83 in Baleswar, 58 in
Jajpur, 49 in Sambalpur, 47 in
Malkangiri, 46 in Kandhamal,
35 in Rayagada, 33 in Nayagarh,
27 in Jagatsinghpur, 25 in
Kalahandi, 23 in Keonjhar, 21 in
Dhenkanal, 15 in Nabarangpur,
15 in Mayurbhanj, 14 in Puri, 10
each in Balangir and
Kendrapada, seven in
Subarnapur, five in Jharsuguda,
four in Sundargarh, two in
Bargarh, and one in Angul.
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from the ineligible beneficiaries
in abeyance for the present.
Therefore, you are requested to
inform the field extension
functionaries accordingly,” the
director said in the letter.
Notably, the Government
had recently asked around
50,000 ineligible KALIA beneficiaries, who had availed
financial assistance under the
scheme, to refund the money.
Out of 51 lakh beneficiaries,
about 50,000 were found ineligible, Agriculture and Farmers’
Empowerment Department’s
Principal Secretary Saurabh
Garg had said.
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s India breached 2 million
A
Covid-19 cases on Friday
and just in three days from
then it has added two lakh
more cases, taking the overall
count well past 22 lakh cases
on Sunday death in a day
increased to 1,000.
The country has started
recording more than 60, 000
cases every day, and death toll
are above 900 on daily basis.
The way India is adding
new cases and death, by the
end of this month, the country
could have around 3.5 million
cases and nearly 75,000 deaths.
Aparts from Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu states such as Bihar,
Uttar Pradesh, Assam,
Karnataka and West Bengal
have started reporting huge
number of cases on
daily basis.
With several States still
not carrying out adequate
number of tests, the caseload

could go up substantially when
the testing is ramped up.
On Sunday, the country
saw its highest single day death
count of around 1,000 with
Maharashtra alone reporting
390 deaths during the last 24
hours. Maharashtra reported
12,248 new cases, 390 deaths,
while 13,348 patients discharged today. The total positive cases in the State rose to
5,15,332 including 3,51,710
recovered patients and 17,757
deaths. Active cases stood at
1,45,558.
Mumbai reported 1,066
new positive cases and 48 deaths,
while situation in Dharavi
remained under control. Tamil
Nadu accounted for 119 deaths
as there was no let up in the
number of positive cases fatalities being reported from various
places in the state, which recorded 5,994 new cases.
This is for the eleventh day
in a row Tamil Nadu is testing
less than 6,000 persons per day.
On August 1, the State had
5,879 patients while the numbers came down to 5,875 on
August 2 and 5,609 on August
3. Though the number further
came down to 5,063 on August
4, since the last five days it has
been showing hike in the number of positive cases.
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major fire broke out in the
A
early hours of Sunday
morning at Hotel Swarna
Palace in Vijayawada, which

T
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had been converted into a
Covid Care Centre (CCC). At
least ten people are feared dead
in the mishap besides several
others who were injured,
according to authorities.
he building was housing
Covid-19 patients who
were mildly symptomatic and
those who did not require hospitalisation.
Ramesh Hospitals has
taken Swarna Palace Hotel
located in Vijayawada was
transformed into temporary
Corona hospital to treat Covid19 patients.
The flames suddenly started in the hotel at about 4.45 am
in the early hours on Sunday
and the fire tenders started rescue operations at 5 am.
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caling up testing capacity in the country, over seven lakh samScumulative
ples have been examined for Covid-19 in a day taking the
tests conducted so far to 2,41,06,535, the Union
Health Ministry said on Sunday with recovery rate rises to 68.78
per cent.
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hile civil society organizations (CSOs) across
the country have welcomed
the
Chhattisgarh
Government’s move on providing education to children
who are not able to attend
online classes due to the lack
of digital resources, they have
urged
the
Odisha
Government to bring a similar alternative model of education to bring a large chunk
of rural children to the fore of
education.
Recently, Chhattisgarh
Education Minister Dr
Premsai Singh Temak
informed the media that their
Government is planning to
introduce “Loudspeaker
schools’ and “Bultu Ke Bol”
initiative to teach rural chil-

W

dren amidst lockdown, with
the help of teachers and
community across the State.
Under the programme,
children especially from rural
areas of who depend on the
public education system for
their studies, will be highly
benefited.
Children from poor and
marginalised communities
will be back to the fore of
education, especially who live
in remote areas and hilly terrain where basic amenities
like electricity and internet
are not available.
“The retention of learning
for these children was important as they had almost been
out of education for more
than four months. This will
help these children with their
learning.
The Odisha
Government must make a

similar
move
like
Chhatisgarh, immediately to
address the children’s education in the State,” said Odisha
Shramajeebee Manch Anjan
Pradhan .
“We appreciate the move
of
the
Chhatisgarh
Government’s recent decision
to start offline mode of education which was a result of
our month-long campaign
titled “Hamari Maang: Achha
S chool,
Sudharatmak
Shiksha” which was run in
five States including Odisha.
We also have written letters to
the
Prime
Minister,
Governors, Chief Ministers
and Education Ministers
across the country to highlight the issue of children. We
hope that the Odisha
Government will also do similar move, said Ruchi Kashyap

of Atmashakti Trust.
According to the report of
the State Government, out of
a total 67, 128 Government
elementary schools, only
27.68 per cent of them have
initiated online education so
far and children who attend
online classes through a
smartphone pegs at merely
31.95 per cent, the report
revealed. With the existing
digital divide, relying only on
online education will push the
have-nots out of the education system, which will be
accumulating inequality in
educational outcomes, it said.
Therefore,
the
Government must make
alternative measures to ensure
that these children are not losing out on their education, the
members of the CSOs
urged.
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ormer Director of AIIMS,
Bhubaneswar, Prof Ashok
F
Kumar Mahapatra graced the
e-Expert Talk organised by
DAV School of Business
Management,
entitled
“C ovid-19: Psychosocial
Issues and Empowering
Students
for
Future
Challenges”.
Dr Mahapatra explained
the psychosocial situations
during the pre-pandemic
period citing various facts
about economic stability and
health statistics across the
world. He deliberated on various issues viz. mental health,
depression, suicide, and mostly the attitude of people during the Covid-19 scenario.
He focused on the situa-

tion of migrant workers,
health workers, police and
doctors across the globe as
well as emphasized on the
psychosocial state of children
who need maximum attention specially during this
pandemic. He also told about
the vital role of teachers and
parents
towards
the
society.
He highlighted about the
skill-oriented activities for
the holistic development of
the students citing the focus
on National Education Policy.
The e-Expert Talk was
followed by an interactive
session with the students and
teachers thereby addressing
the queries on various aspects.
DSBM Principal Dr DN
Mishra, moderated the
event.
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hairman of Vande Utkal
Foundation and senior
journalist Kishore Dwibedi
extended hearty congratulations to Girish Chandra
Murmu for becoming the first
Odia to be appointed as
CAG.
Dwibedi said that the
entire Odia diaspora across
the globe are feeling proud of
Murmu’s elevation. Dwibedi
wished him all the best in his
new office and expressed hope
that Murmu will definitely
come out with flying colours
in his present assignment.
Notably, Murmu, a resident of Mayurbhanj district,
has taken over as fourteenth

C

Comptroller and Auditor
General of India. A 1985
Batch IAS officer of Gujarat
Cadre, Murmu recently
resigned from the office of
first Lieutenant Governor of
newly created Union Territory
Jammu and Kashmir. 61year- old Murmu was the
Principal S ecretar y to
Narendra Modi during his
last term as CM of Gujarat
before becoming Prime
Minister of India in 2014
The Utkal Sammilani also
greeted Murmu. It also
thanked
the
Union
Government for appointing
an Odia in the prestigious post
of CAG, informed Sammilani
Manchaswar Branch president Dillip Dashsharma.
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he Indian Chamber of
T
Commerce (ICC) Odisha
organised an e-conference,
“The Human Resource ( HR)
– Post Pandemic Scenario” on
August 5.
Union Minister of State
for MSME and Fisheries and
Animal Husbandry Pratap
Chandra Sarangi attended as
chief guest, while former
Chief Secretary Bijay Kumar
Patnaik and Nalco CMD
Sridhar Patra joined as guests.
The eminent panelists
were Think Talent India
Services founderBimal Rath,
former president and global
CHRO, JK Organization and

Vedanta Resources A Thiru,
president and CHRO, Steel
and Corporate, JSW Steel
Limited Dilip Pattanayak,
Director-HR ,
NalcoRS
Mahapatro, Group Director –
HR, JSPLRahul Taneja, former Director-Personnel,
Odisha Mining Corporation
Ltd Dr Santanu Rath, Head –
HR, Paradip Phosphates Ltd
JK Khuntia and HR and
Communication Specialist on
behalf of Indian Chamber of
Commerce (ICC)Arun Bhatt,
M C Thomas, chairman, JB
Pany, co-chairman and Sanjay
Pattnaik, convenor, HR and
IR Committee of ICC Odisha
State Council participated in
the programme.
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midst coronavirus threat, a
large number of people
joined the 12-hour fast
Satyagraha observed in different districts of the State in
protest against privatisation of
Railways, coalmines, banks,
Neelachal Ispat Nigam Limited
(NINL) on the occasion of
Kranti Divas on Sunday.
They also raised voice
against unemployment, farmers’ plights and alleged largescale corruption in Covid
funds.

A

“The fasting-at-own-house
call was given by eminent personalities, including Sarvodaya
leaders, journalists, lawyers,
civil right activists and youth
leaders. Over a lakh of
Satyagrahis participated in the
fast,” claimed Debiprasad
Prusti, coordinator of the
action committee.
He said families at many
places in Dhenkanal and other
districts observed fasting.
He slammed that Naveen
Patnaik Government supported the Narendra Modi
Government in auctioning of
coal blocks. Besides, both have
joined hands to finish the
NINL steel plant.
Reforms in power sector
would burden the consumers
and changes in environment
and labour laws will destroy
environment and pave the way
for rampant loot of natural
resources, he alleged.

Prusti said the agriculture
ordinance is not for farmers
interest.
“Both Odisha and the
country are under undeclared
emergency and the heads of the
party in power are dictators. It
is not accepted to common citizens. Because of wrong policies, unemployment is rising
day by day. To divert the public anger, non issues are being
projected as big programmes,”
he alleged further.
While
83-year-old
Prashant Mishra led the fasting
in Dhenkanal, 80-year Krishna
Mohanty and Sasmita Behera
led the Satyagrah in Angul.
In Bhubaneswar, senior
journalist Rabi Das, convenor
Prahallad Sinhg, Brajkishore
Tripathy, Panchanan Kanungo,
Shivanand Ray, Deba Prasad
Ray, Debi Prasad Prusti ,
Kishore Mania, Girija Dash and
over a hundred others joined

fasting. Students and youths
also joined the Satyagraha.
Eminent persons like
Prafulla Samantara, Lingaraj
Azad, Panchanan Senapati, Md
Usman, Manas Jena, Bidyadhar
Duriya, Sushant Dhal Kishore
Das, Bijaya Parida, Aren Pani
and women organisers
Indumati Sahu, Sasmita
Behera, Manoranjan Pattnaik,
Bikram Swain led the fasting.
Former MLAs Radhakanta
Sethy and Narayan Reddy and
PCC president Niranjan
Pattnaik extended support.
All India United Trade
Union Centre (AIUTUC) led
by Cuttack district secretary
Rajkishore Mallick, office secretary Khageswar Sethi, Pavel
Priyadarshan, Sharat Chandra
Behera, Bhagirathi Bhoi,
Swadhina Behera and
Paramandana Sethi staged
protests at different places in
Cuttack city.

They focused on a variety of intricate issues pertaining to how the organisations, leadership and HR leaders should take actions not
only just to overcome the
catastrophic effect of the
Covid 19 pandemic but also
deliberated on the strategy
and preparedness to face similar catastrophes in future.
Minister Sarangi enlightened the audience with bright
examples from the history
and the mythology about how
we have faced the situations in
the past and have the learning’s from there. He emphasized that the authentic
human character should be
nurtured and re-cultivated

among the people. Reskilling, devotion, discipline is
a must to survive and compete in this world, he told.
Patnaik emphasized on
effective communication. He
said the companies should be
willing to listen to their
employees and their ideas.
Patra said that Odisha
has faced cyclones. Through
experience it has developed
its preparedness and planning and today we have
ensured that there is no
casualty even if we face
c yclones
ever y
year.
Therefore, learning out of the
situation is important to combat
the
calamities
effectively.
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he overemphasis on Hindi
and Sanskrit in proposed
T
three- language policy and
withdrawal of English from
primary level in the National
Education Policy 2020 will
have an adverse impact on
non-Hindi speaking States. If it
will be executed, the language
burden will be more on students of these States and additional burden on students of
linguistic and religious minorities such as STs and Muslims in
multilingual States like Odisha.
The lowering of English
will have ramifications over
participation in governance,
access to higher education and
scope of employment. The

its usefulness in our life to get
access to scope of knowledge
and dignified meaningful
employment.
However, mother tongue
and ancient classical language
may not serve the current purpose of building a rational
knowledge society without
access to available global
knowledge which is not possible without English.
The recent trend in India
shows an increasing move
towards English medium education and many States have
already adopted English as
medium of instruction from
primary level. Now-a-days, the
common people in both urban
and rural areas prefer to send
their children to English medium schools for a better future
and a dignified life using
English language as a gateway
to opportunities globally. It is
now basically necessary for
higher education, science, technology, engineering, IT, law,
medicine, business and governance.
In line with this since independence many of the Central
Government education programmes have established
English medium school such as
Navodaya, Kendriya Vidyalaya,
Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalaya, Ekalabya model

CWaTT[P]VdPVT
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school, etc.
There are about 5,100 languages spoken in the world and
about 99 per cent of them are
home to Asia and Africa,
Pacific and American continents whereas only 1 per cent
of them are in Europe. The
Census of India 2001 has identified 1,500 distinct languages
as mother tongues and these
languages are grouped under
114 major languages out of
which only 22 languages
including Sanskrit are scheduled languages included in the
eighth schedule of the
Constitution of India. It is
mentioned in the Constitution
of India (Article 343) that
English is the official language
for 15 years only and after that
Hindi will be used but again it
is decided to continue with
English.
The use of Hindi was
opposed by south Indian States
in 1960 especially the
Dravidian movement leaders
RS Periyar and CN Annadurai
who advocated for English.
Article 348 says that language of the Supreme Court,
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former Navy cadre of
Sundargarh district, who
A
claims he had not received
money under KALIA scheme,
was slapped notice to refund
the money describing him as
ineligible.
However, the man, in
return has replied to the Chief
District Agriculture Officer
(CDAO) that if the State
Govternment would return his
vote, he would refund the
money.
Benu Madhav Prushet,
after retiring from Navy service, has been staying in his village at Mangaspur under
Tangerpalli block. According
to Benu Madhav, he had
received a notice from CDAO
to refund the amount he
received under KALIA
scheme.

After receiving the notice
to return Kalia assistance
money, Benu Madhav got
shocked since he had not
received money. Recently, he
has written to CDAO that he
had not applied for KALIA
assistance money and had also
not received the assistance
amount.
"I had also given a vote to
BJD but now the same party in
Government is asking to return
the KALIA assistance amount.
However, if the State
Government will return my
vote, I will retur Rs 5,000 without any hesitation.”
"We have received the list
of ineligible candidates from
our State headquarters, with an
instruction to serve notice to
the beneficiaries and, accordingly, we have sent notices,"
said CDAO Laxmi Narayan
Das.

3URPRWH(QJOLVKPHGLXPHGXIRUGHYRI,QGLD
National Education Policy
meanwhile has been opposed
from many quarters based on
language policy especially by
non-Hindi speaking States and
others concerned for education
of the linguistic minorities,
mostly the marginalized sections. Along with language
policy, there are also many
connected issues such as privatisation of education and
limiting the scope of States in
education policy formulation,
although education is in the
concurrent list. However selection of language is most important in medium of education.
The NEP says that wherever
possible, the medium of
instruction until at least grade5 but preferable till grade -8
and beyond, will be the mother tongue /local language
/regional language. It is also
told that three language formula will continue to be implemented and Sanskrit knowledge system will be offered at
all level of school and higher
education as an option in the
three language formula.
There is nothing wrong in
learning many languages and
mother tongue is always good
for a child to learn its first
lessons through it. But at the
same time there must be a purpose of learning languages and

1WdQP]TbfPa)0\P[TbfP\_STTaSXTSPccWT=P]SP]ZP]P]
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High Court and orders, rules,
regulations, bylaws, issues
under Constitution and law
made by Parliament and the
legislatures of States shall be in
English. Even today after 70
years of constitutional governance, the dominance of
English language is to be found
everywhere. The people those
who know English are rulers
and leaders of respective field
and the common people those
have no access to English are
excluded from all spheres of
socio-economic and political
life.
The pioneer of modern
India Raja Ram Mohan Ray
had vehemently argued for
modern education with English
medium in India in his letter to
Governor General William Pitt
in 1823. In 1816, he opened an
English medium school for
boys. Later, TB Macaulay in
1835 introduced English education through the English
Education Act and it was
approved by William Bentinck,
the then Governor General of
India. Though English was
discouraged as part of anticolonial struggle by GK
Gokhel, MK Gandhi and RM
Lohia but post Independent
India witnessed the growth of
English education in cities and
mostly preferred by Indian

ruling elites and today it is
being realized by many States
that the unemployment and
backwardness and social
inequalities are many ways
linked to medium of education.
The STs in Odisha constitute about one fourth of the
population of the State. There
are 62 tribes speaking about 21
language and 74 dialects and
only seven tribes have their
own scripts. Santali language is
included in the 8th schedule
but it has been difficult on the
part of the State Government to
teach the tribal children in their
mother tongue at primary level
due to lack course material in
all subjects. It is good to educate children in mother tongue
for learning the basics but they
must be educated in English
medium for a level playing field
if we want to see any radical
change in the socio-economic
life of the most marginalized
section. The STs of the North
Eastern States are doing much
better in all India jobs because
of English education. The
Government of Odisha is
already doing this through
Adarsha Vidyalayas in each
block, Ekalabya model school
for STs and Anwesha programme.
(manasbbsr15@gmail)
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olice Havildar Sangha president Subhransu Sekhar
P
Pradhan died at a Covid hospital in Puri on Sunday. He was
50 and his untimely death has
brought shockwaves among
police personnel and administrative officials.
Pradhan was working at
police line barrack in Puri. He
had been admitted in the Covid

Care Centre at the Cholera
Hospital. Sources said his wife
and daughter are also under
treatment for being Covidpositive.
With 55 new cases on
Sunday, as many as 1,273 persons have been confirmed as
Covid-infected so far, DIPRO
sources said. A total of 746 persons have been discharged
from hospital.
The district administration has declared 73 containment
zones. The administration
has so far collected 29,707
samples
for
test.
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view of the number of
cases growing by the
Iday,nCovid
people belonging to various quarters have demanded
establishment of a plasma bank
here so that patients of
Baleswar and neighbouring
districts can benefit.
“Once established, the
bank would save lives of many
patients on time. Now, serious
patients are moving to Cuttack
or Bhubaneswar to get plasma.
The delay in getting plasma is
worrying patients as well as
their relatives,” observed many.
Now, Balasore district with
1,250 positive cases stands 8th
in the State’s Covid infection
table. The district has so far
recorded eight deaths, including four for other reasons, and
898 recoveries. It has now 412

active cases.
Culture
Minister
Jyotiprakash Panigrahi, who
is also in-charge of the district
to motivate more and more
healed patients to donate plasma, said he has already
apprised the Chief Minister
about the need of a plasma
bank for the north Odisha. He
said he would again talk to the
CM in this regard.
Chief District Medical
Officer Dulalsen Jagdeo said
the proposal is under active
consideration
of
the
Government. Deliberations are
on and preparations are being
made accordingly, said he.
While some Covid-recovered patients have already
donated plasma in Cuttack
and Bhubaneswar, some others
have agreed to donate
plasma.
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etting an example for others,
Brahmapur MLA Bikram
SKumar
Panda on Saturday carried the dead body of a poor
woman and helped in its cremation with the help of a few
others as the deceased had
none, excepting two tiny children, a son and a daughter.
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espite some of its workers
were found to be infected
by Coronavirus, there are no
concrete measures taken by the
management of SMC Power
Generation Limited at its
Badmal factory.
Besides, as per sources,
even the Government mandated Covid workplace guidelines aren't being adhered to
properly in the factory.
The measures include 24hour sanitisation of premises;
temperature check of all
employees twice daily; providing face shields, masks and
PPEs; creating physical distancing by erecting barriers on
work floors and dining facilities; and ensuring no sharing of
tools, among others.
Hundreds of migrant
workers from Bihar and
Jharkhand are employed in
the factory via various labor

D

supply
contractors. Last
week two
contractors were
booked for
violation
of Covid
guidelines.
Yet the
managem e n t
seems to
be apathetic to safety concerns
of the workers.
Sources said that eight persons in the plant became
Corona positive after which the
villagers gheraoed the plant for
clamping shutdown in the
unit's premises. They demanded immediate sanitisation of
the village and health examination of the villagers.
Considering the demands,
each day one ward will be
sanitised and health camps
will be organised in every 15

Kabita Bhuyan, a resident
of Dharma Nagar in the city,
had been undergoing treatment at the MKCG Medical
College Hospital for long. She
succumbed to her ailments
last night. Her husband had
died due to kidney-related ailments three-four years back.
Earlier, the MLA had provided financial support for her

treatment. As she died, the
MLA rushed to the hospital
and carried her body with help
of few others to a graveyard and
cremated the body.
Panda has also said to provide required support to her
children in coming days. The
humanitarian act of MLA
Panda has been hailed by
many.

any people were directly
or indirectly affected,
especially by the closure of
business establishments during
lockdown. However, with the
lockdown norms relaxed to
some extent in Unlock 3.0
since August, people from all
walks of life feel relieved.
56-yr-old Dhruba Charan
Tripathi of Uttarpratap village
in Dharmasala block who is a
priest by profession is a case in
point.
Since the age of 10, he has
been holding puja wandering
around various shops and markets to support his family.
He leaves his house on a
bicycle every day at 7 am,
crosses a 7 km stretch of road
and returns home by evening,
worshiping at all the shops in
Zarka Bazaar. Shantibazar,
Laxmibazar, Hanuman Market,
Badbazar and Main Market.
The priest wearing a saffron robe does the same everyday, whether it is winter, rain
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Maoist camp
was busted by
security forces in
t
h
e
Gandhamardan
Reserve Forest of
Bargarh district
with the seizure of
arms and ammunition on Saturday.
Acting on a
tipoff about the
camping
of
Maoists, a team of
SOG raided the
spot. Realising the
presence of the
security forces, the
Red rebels opened
fire at the jawans. The security forces retaliated and the
exchange of fire continued for
around 30 minutes.
The extremists managed to
escape taking advantage of the
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Covid-positive person of
A
Kahalapada village under
the Brahmagiri police limits in
dense forest and heavy rainfall.
During search, the SOG team
found four Maoist camps and
recovered four INSAS empty
cases, three AK- 47 empty
cases, two .303 empty cases, a

.303 live ammunition, two SLR
empty cases, handwritten
Hindi and Odia literature relating to Maoist ideology and
other articles from the spot,
sources said.

Puri district allegedly misbehaved with local Tehsildar
Kishore Chandra Panda on
Saturday night over the administration’s decision of shifting
him and his family members to
a Covid Hospital.
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rregularities in ongoing road
works at various locations of
Ullunda block in Subarnapur
district under Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY)
have sparked strong resentment
among the local villagers.
Despite repeated complaints in this regard, the
department officials were not
showing seriousness towards
the issue. Notably, the Rural
Development Department is
supposed to inspect the road
laying works after those are
allocated to qualifying contractors through tendering
process.
It is alleged that the construction works are of very low
quality in many places. Local
villagers have been running
from pillar to post complaining
about the low quality work, but
all in vain. On the other hand,
the department officials rub-

I

bished the complaints
saying that there was no
low quality of work anywhere.
Villagers of Jaloi,
Kotsomlai, Dharmasala
and Lehedi have written
to the Chief Minister,
departmental Minister,
the district Collector and
the local MLA complaining in this connection.
The locals alleged that
use of sub-standard construction materials, lack
of supervision and unholy
nexus between the contractors and officials have
led to sub-standard roads.
They alleged that
most of the newly constructed PMGSY roads
in the block had developed cracks and commuters were facing great difficulties.
A local said the engineers
were busy collecting their percentage; so the contractors

?=BQ =D0?030

he Odisha Kendu Leaf
T
Workers’ Union, Nuapada
Division held a demonstra-

were forced to use sub-standard
construction materials to meet
the budget. After repeated
complaints by the villagers,
the the contractors were asked

to repair the roads as soon as
possible. But the contractors
again used substandard material for reconstruction of the
roads.

tion before the office of DFO,
Kendu Leaf at Khariar on
Friday under the leadership of
its zonal secretary Jadumani
Panigrahi.
The union alleged that
hundreds of kendu leaf workers in the division have been
deprived of their benefits under
various welfare schemes during
the years 2017-19 due to negligence of the departmental
officials.
"We have drawn the attention of the higher authorities,
including CCF and PCCF, several times in this regard, but
there is no move towards fulfilling the longstanding
demands," said the agitators. "I
had submitted a memoran-

dum to the PCCF in his office
at Bhubaneswar, but he is not
responding to our request,"
rued Panigrahi.
He said departmental officials are not taking any step to
release fund to workers who
have already been awarded
financial support for various
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he 90th birth anniversary of
Om Prakash Jindal,
T
founder of the Jindal Group,
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he Rayagada district unit of
the State Union of
T
Journalists (Odisha)-SUJ(O),
affiliated to the National Union
of Journalists (India)-NUJ(I),
was constituted recently.
On the advice of SUJ(O)
State president Ajay Sahu and
VP Kirti Chandra Sahu, the
meeting was presided over by

Badal kumar Tah, a member of
the NUJ(I) at Barijhola. First,
members appreciated the sacrifice of Covid warriors.
While Siba Narayan
Gouda was unanimously elected as SUJ(O), Rayagada unit
president, Sahadeb Sahu as
vice-president, Subash Surya as
general secretary, Bijay Das as
joint secretary, Santosh Dalai as
treasurer, Dilip Panda and

Santosh Panigrahi as State
executive members, Santosh
Patra as chairman, District
Journalist Welfare Board, Dilip
Pattanaik as chairman, District
Journalist Tribunal. Eleven
executive body members, one
from each block, were elected
with consensus to the district
unit. Badal Tah and Kirti Sahu
were appointed as advisors to
the district unit.

a lot of difficulties, thanks to
the closure of markets.
However, for last few days,
he has found a ray of hope with
lockdown norms eased. Now
that the shops have opened, he
is happy to be back in
business.

3_fYT]Q^]YcRUXQfUc
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days, assured the company
management.
The police staff, Sarpanch
of Badmal Anita Bhainsa and
Badmal PS in charge Amitav
Panda were present along with
local BDO Prasana Pandey on
the occasion.
"When asked about the
matter, HR Head of SMC
Power Generation Ltd Sanatan
Senapati said, "We are undertaking stringent measures to
keep the employees safe and
disinfecting the premises."

or summer. People fondly call
him as Chinna Nana. He is also
wanted in various religious
festivals.
But his livelihood had been
particularly affected by the
Corona epidemic. For the last
six months, he has been facing

was celebrated at the Jindal and
Steel and Power Limited
(JSPL)’s two plants at Angul
and Barbil on Saturday.
JSPL plant, Angul employees led by unit head Damodar
Mittal together with local community leaders paid homage to
OP Jindal.
Mittal shared his experience about leadership style
and vision of Jindal, who was
affectionately called Bauji.
"Because of his unique leadership and passion to serve the
society and contribute to economic development of the
country, he could build Jindal
Group of Industries from

Scratch," he said.
JSPL chairman
Naveen Jindal also
paid floral tributes to
Jindal.
Among others
EVP-HR
Ravi
Shankar, L & PR VP
SK Sharma, AVP-SSD
Subhash Jain and
Swami Satyabindu
Saraswati also shared
their experience
about Bauji.
The JSPL Barbil
plant observed several programmes at the
Jindal School and pellet plant
premises.
Barbil unit head Suresha G
along with other employees
and workers of the pelletisation
complex offered floral tributes
Bauji.

Among others, EVP
(Commercial) SK Agrawal,
GM (HR & ES) Sarat Kishore
Panda, DGM (CSR) Vargil
Lakra and Jindal School principal Sangitarani Das were present.

purposes like treatment and
students scholarship. "Such
indifferent attitude of the
department towards the needs
and rights of kendu leaf workers that too during the corona
pandemic will shatter the economic conditions of the poor
workers," added Panigrahi.

The Tehsildar along with a
team had gone to the village for
shifting eight members of the
family, who tested positive for
the virus, to a Covid Hospital.
However, the family members

argued refused to go to the hospital. They also claimed that the
reports of their Covid-19 test
were false. The Tehsildar then
lodged a complaint against them
with the Brahmagiri police over
violation of the Government’s
Covid-19 guidelines.
Notably, a member of the
family had died of the disease
a week ago while others tested
positive.

CWaTTUPZT
<P^XbcbWT[S
U^aTgc^acX^]
BHAWANIPATNA: Police on
Sunday arrested three youths
for allegedly trying to extort
money from a farmer while
impersonating as Maoists in
Jayapatna of Kalahandi district.
Farmer Tulasiram Nayak of
Pujhariguda village under the
Jayapatna police limits got a call
a few days ago asking him to
pay Rs 10 lakh. The caller
while identifying himself as a
Maoist told him to fulfil the
demand at the earliest, failing
which he would face dire consequences.
Tulasiram lodged a complaint at the Jayapatna police
station. According to a plan laid
out by police, Tulasiram called
up the person who was
demanding money and convinced him to take Rs 70,000
initially.
The three accused arrived
at a particular place as they
were told by Tulasiram. PNS
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he Industrial
police
in
T
Baleswar town on
Sunday arrested a
Home Guard on
the charge of raping and impregnating a minor
girl.
The accused
was identified as
Sanjay Majhi, a resident of
Angargadia .
The victim was brought by
the accused about three years
ago from her village
Berhampur in Nilgiri and
engaged as domestic help in his
house.
But in absence of his wife
he used to keep a physical relationship with the girl.
The matter came to light
when the girl went to his native
place along with her aunt. She

narrated her plight to her
mother and other relatives
alleging she was threatened of
dire consequences by the
accused if she revealed the
matter to anyone.
After coming to know that
she was four months pregnant, her family members
lodged an FIR with the
Industrial police with the help
of a social activist. Following
which Majhi was arrested and
forwarded to court.
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day before the launch of
the 2,300-km optical fibre
A
cable connectivity project in
Andaman & Nicobar, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said
on Sunday that the Union
Territory would be developed
as a hub of 'blue economy' and
'high-impact' projects would be
developed in 12 islands.
The Prime Minister was
interacting with BJP workers of
Andaman and Nicobar Islands
through a video conference in
the presence of party president
J P Nadda.
The meeting comes a day
before inauguration of the
submarine optical Fibre cable
connecting Chennai and Port
Blair which would provide fast
internet to the archipelago.
The submarine cable,
which will also connect Port
Blair to Swaraj Dweep
(Havelock), Little Andaman,
Car Nicobar, Kamorta, Great

Nicobar, Long Island, and
Rangat of the Island group, is
expected to transform life in
the remote Island including
defence, business and tourism
sectors.
An estimated 2,300 km of
submarine optical fibre cable
has been laid at an expenditure
of about C1,224 crore and the
project has been completed
well within deadline.
“The internet connectivity in Andman and Nicobar will
go through a sea change after
the inauguration of the facility on Monday. This will facilitate online education, tourism
and business in the island,” said
the Prime Minister who also
pointed to the strategic location of its ports which he said
are established in “competitive
distance” with many places
and countries.
He said “high-impact projects would be developed in 12
islands” and Andaman and
Nicobar would emerge as a
“blue-economy” front in the
country.

Addressing the workers,
Modi again stressed on “do gaj
ki doori” and the importance
of wearing facemask to keep
away coronavirus. “We need to
insist on these two things and
also spread awareness...”, the
Prime Minister said.
Modi said in the time of
pandemic it is important that
“dialogue should continue”
with all and “ we should be
useful for all”.
During the interaction,
party workers described to
the Prime Minister how they
provided food and medical
aid to people stuck in the
island during the lockdown.
Modi praised their efforts in
serving the distressed people in
the island during the coronavirus pandemic saying “you
have passed with flying
colours”.
He asked party workers to
continue their work with the
spirit of ‘Seva hi sanghthan’
motto.
The total number of coronavirus patients in Andaman
and Nicobar Islands reached
1,222 on Saturday. The Union
Territory has 778 active cases,
while 425 have been cured of
the disease so far. In all, 19
patients have died in the
islands.
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ormer Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi on Sunday hit out at
the Centre over looming
unemployment in the country.
He accused the Narendra Modi
Government of failing to meet
its promise of jobs for two crore
people every year, and then
enacting policies that
“destroyed India's economic
structure” and left crores without jobs.
His attack on the
Government came as the
Congress' youth wing launched
a “Rozgar do” campaign with
the objective to raise the voice
of the youth against alleged
unemployment prevailing in
the country.
“When Narendra Modi
became the Prime Minister, he
promised the youth of the
country that he will give jobs
to two crore youth every year.
He sold a dream, but the reality is that 14 crore people have
become unemployed due to
the policies of Narendra Modi,”
Rahul alleged.
Rahul alleged that the
Modi Government's decision
of demonetisation and its
“faulty” implementation of
GST and the lockdown have
“destroyed” the economic
structure of the country.

F

“Why did this happen?
Because of wrong policies.
Demonetisation, faulty implementation of GST and then
lockdown - these three steps
have destroyed the economic
structure of the country and
the truth now is that India cannot give employment to its
youth,” the former Congress
chief said in a video message
he tweeted.
Therefore, the Indian
Youth Congress has hit the
streets, he said, expressing
happiness that the IYC will
raise these issues in all towns
and streets.
“Please join the 'Rozgar
Do' programme and along
with Youth Congress, get jobs
for the youth of this nation,”
the Gandhi scion said.
He also congratulated the
Youth Congress on the occasion of its foundation day and
urged them to keep fighting for
the youth of the country.
Expressing solidarity with
the campaign, Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra said “youth power” is
India's strength.
“As opposed to the BJP
Government's job-destroying
policies, there is a need to create more and more employment opportunities for the
youth of India,” she said on
Twitter.

“Rozgar Do is the demand
of young India. Employment is
the need of young India,” she
said.
Under the “Rozgar Do”
campaign, the voices of the
unemployed youth will be
amplified all over the country,
the IYC said.
“Anti-youth policies of the
central government will be
highlighted among the youth
of the country through social
media and other mediums,” it
said in a statement.
Several Congress leaders
posted videos on social media
voicing concerns over alleged
rising unemployment in the
country.
Congress' chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said
the demand of every youth of
this country is “Rozgar Do”
(give employment).
“We all demand, it is our
right that the youth of the
country should get employment on the basis of qualifications and get ahead in the
progress of the country,” he
said.
Several Congress leaders
like Digvijaya Singh, Depender
Hooda, Gaurav Gogoi, Rajeev
Satav, Gaurav Vallabh and
Ragini Nayak called for
employment opportunities for
the youth on social media as
pet of the campaign.

head of the Rajasthan
Assembly
session,
Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot has appealed to
all MLAs to listen to the voice
of people to save democracy
and stand with the truth in the
interest of people of the State.
In a letter to all MLAs,
Gehlot sought their cooperation in fulfilling the promises
of development and prosperity of the State. “It is my appeal
that you should listen to the
voice of people in order to
avoid wrong tradition, to maintain people's trust in us and to
save democracy,” Gehlot said in
the letter.
The Assembly session in
the State, which has been witnessing politicial turmoil after
the rebellion by former Deputy
CM Sachin Pilot and legislators
loyal to him, will start on
August 14. Gehlot is likely to
seek a trust vote during the session
Pilot was sacked as deputy
Chief Minister and the president of the State unit of the
Congress after he and some
MLAs loyal to him rebelled
against Gehlot. Many believe
that Gehlot still has an edge in
the numbers game and is confident of a majority.
“You may be a legislator
from any political party, you

A
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he far-flung tribal village of
Chullyu in Arunachal
T
Pradesh will soon be bustling
with spinning and weaving
activities with Khadi and
Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) set to open the first of
its kind Training cum
Production Center of Silk in
the State.
Conceived just six months
ago, the Centre will be
launched in the first week of
September. The KVIC has
refurbished and converted a
dilapidated school building
into the training cum production center. The school building has been provided to KVIC
by the education department of
Arunachal
Pradesh
Government zero rent.
Machinery like handlooms,
Charkha, Silk reeling machines
and warping drums have
already arrived and installation
of machines are in full swing.
The first batch of 25 local artisans of Chullyu village has
been selected to begin the
training with.
The project was conceived
in February this year during the
visit of KVIC Chairman Shri
Vinai Kumar Saxena to this
tribal village Chullyu.
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ele-consultation medical
facilities –eSanjeevini and
T
eSanjeevaniOPD- launched by
the Centre is finding good
response from the patients
stuck at home due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
About 1.5 lakh tele-consultations have been completed on the tele-medicine service
platforms of the Union Health
Ministry.
“It is planned to implement
tele-consultation in all the 1.5
lakh Health and Wellness
Centres (as spokes) in a ‘Hub
and Spoke’ model, by
December 2022,” said a senior
official from the Union Health
Ministry.
So far, eSanjeevani and
eSanjeevaniOPD have been

implemented by 23 States while
others are in the process of
rolling it out.
Union Health Minister Dr
Harsh Vardhan in a review
meeting said, “We have started implementing the vision of
Digital India through broadband and mobile phones at the
Ayushman Bharat - Health
and Wellness Centres.
“This has substantially augmented
our
health
infrastructure during the
COVID pandemic”.
Echoing similar sentiments, Minister of State for
Health Ashwini K. Choubey
said that it would be a
“gamechanger for people in the
rural areas who do not have
easy access to medical
specialists located in cities”.
Presently, telemedicine is

being provided through more
than 3,000 HWCs in 10 States.
Owing to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, the
Health Ministry launched the
second tele-consultation service enabling patient-to-doctor
telemedicine
through
‘eSanjeevaniOPD’ free of cost in
around 20 States.
Presently, on an average,
around 5,000 consultations per
day
are
provided through both the
modes (eSanjeevani and
eSanjeevaniOPD).
The
telemedicine platform is hosting over 40 online OPDs, more
than half of these are speciality OPDs which include gynaecology, psychiatry, dermatology, ENT, ophthalmology, antiretroviral therapy (ART) for the
AIDS/HIV patients, non-com-

should ensure and take a decision after understanding voter's
feeling that how a people's
elected government continues
to work strongly for state's
welfare,”, he said, emphasising
that efforts to destabilise
Government are not succesful.
The Chief Minister
expressed faith that legislators
will act in the larger interest of
people of the state and will
cooperate in fulfilling the
promises of development and
prosperity.
In the three-page letter the
Chief Minister also wrote about
the novel coronavirus pandemic besides mentioning “attempts
to topple his Government”. The
senior Congress leader also said
that former Prime Ministers Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi,
Atal Bihari Vajpayee - faced
defeats during elections, “but
they didn't let the institution of
democracy weaken”.
“I appeal to all of you that
to save the democracy, to ensure
that voters continue to trust us
and a wrong precedent is not set
by us, you all should listen to the
voice of people. While respecting the sentiment of your family members, your voters, please
channelise your efforts in ensuring the government - elected by
the people - continues to deliver with all its strength,” the 69year-old leader wrote.
“I am confident that you all

municable diseases (NCDs)
etc.
The top ten States which
have registered highest consultations through eSanjeevani
and eSanjeevaniOPD platforms
are Tamil Nadu (32,035 consultations), Andhra Pradesh
(28,960), Himachal Pradesh
(24,527), Uttar Pradesh
(20,030), Kerala (15,988), followed by Gujarat (7127),
Punjab (4450), Rajasthan
(3548), Maharashtra (3284)
and Uttarakhand (2596).
The majority share in the
doctor-to-doctor eSanjeevani
consultations at AB-HWCs has
been of Andhra Pradesh
(25,478) and Himachal Pradesh
(23,857) while Tamil Nadu
leads in the patient-to-doctor
eSanjeevaniOPD services with
32,035 consultations.
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Identifying a great potential of
silk production and other activities of village industries in the
village, Saxena sanctioned setting up of training cum production center for the Eri Silk,
which is traditionally worn by
local tribals.
The work, however, progressed at a slow pace due to
Covid-19 lockdown.
Recently KVIC also distributed 250 honey bee boxes
in Chullyu village which has
rich flora for production of
high-altitude honey.
Located on the main highway just 30 km before the
most popular tourist spot Ziro,
Chullyu is a scenic village
known for its eco-friendly ways
of living. It is easily approachable by tourists which is an
advantage for the local artisans.

with stand with the truth and
will contribute in delivering
promises made to the public,” he
said.
“Amid the pandemic, we
should all be concerned about
fighting coronavirus... saving
lives, economy, jobs. The state
Government is working day
and night for this. At such a
time, some of our colleagues
and opposition leaders are trying to conspire against us... this
is unfortunate,” Gehlot's letter
read.
Between 1993 and 1996,
“similar attempts were made to
make such deals in order to topple the Bhairon Singh
Shekhawat government,” he
mentioned.
“At that as the Union
Minister and state's party chief,
I had raised objection with
(former Rajasthan governor)
Baliram Bhagat and ex-Prime
Minister PV Narsimha Rao,
stressing that it's against the
democratic values to topple an
elected government. Voters here
will never want that such a
precedent is set,” the Chief
Minister added.
Victory and defeat are a part
of election cycles but the “people's mandate is the most
important,” he stressed.
“Our fight is to save democracy, it will continue. We will
win. Truth shall win... people
shall win. All the MLAs -

whether those from the ruling
party or opposition - will win
who don't want the government
to be destabilised,” Gehlot tweeted on Sunday.
Gehlot has claimdd that he
has the support of 102 MLAs,
one above the majority mark.
The BJP has 72 MLAs. Both the
parties have been guarding their
flock amid the crisis.
BJP MLA Nirmal Kumawat
had alleged that the Congress
government in Rajasthan was
“harassing” opposition MLAs,
and said they were on a pilgrimage to Somnath to seek
mental peace.
Congress MLAs are currently holed up in a Jaisalmer
hotel as the party has accused
the BJP of horse-trading following the revolt by Pilot and 18
MLAs loyal to him.
Pilot and his 19 MLAs in his
camp are at resorts in BJP-ruled
Haryana.
Earlier this week, the BSP
appeal seeking a temporary
freeze on the merger of its six
former legislators with
Rajasthan's Congress government, was dismissed by the
High Court. The six MLAs
have sought transfer of the case
to the Supreme court.
If there is a freeze on the
merger, Gehlot's numbers will
drop and he will have a tougher
fight on his hands in case of a
trust vote.
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he National Green
T
Tribunal has directed the
Delhi
Development
Authorithy (DDA) to file
response oo a plea alleging
that a lake in east Delhi is
being polluted by operation of
boat services.
A bench headed by NGT
Chairperson, Justice Adarsh
Kumar Goel, also noted the
submission that concretisation around trees is taking
place in violation of its orders.
“Let DDA file its response
within one month failing
which coercive measures
under Section 25 of the
National Green Tribunal Act,
2010 read with section 51 of
CPC may be the only option
left with the Tribunal. The
response be filed by e-mail,”
the bench said.
According to the applicant, he made a representation
to the authorities but the same
has not been acted upon.
The Delhi Tourism and
Transportation Development
Corporation told the bench
that no pollution is being
caused in operating boats on
the lake.
With regard to the issue of
concretisation of the trees,
action is to be taken by DDA,
the tribunal noted.
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espite the loss of 4.5 lakh
hectare crops due to floods
in 11 States and 20-60 per cent
deficiency in rainfall in eight
States, kharif cultivation is all set
for a new record with sown area
under many crops including
major oilseeds and cotton
exceeding the normal area.
According to kharif sowing
data released by the Agriculture
Ministry, a total of 966 lakh
hectares were planted till date,
nearly 10 per cent more than
878 lakh hectare sown in the
corresponding week last year.
Though there is nearly two
months left in the season,
paddy plantation such as rice,
soyabean, cotton, maize and
groundnut already surpassed
the normal sown area.
The data shows that there
is a spectacular 17.36 per cent
increase in rice planting too. As
compared to 274.19 lakh
hectare planted in same week
last year, the area under rice so
far is nearly 322 lakh hectare, an
increase of 47.60 lakh hectare.
Telangana,
Bihar,
Jharkhand, West Bengal,
Odisha,
Chhattisgarh,
Mahrarashtra have reported
more paddy plantation so far
while Assam, Punjab and
Himachal Pradesh reported

D

less area under rice sowing.
Similarly, there is a 4.22 per cent
increase in area under pulses
with moong exceeding its normal area and urad and arhar
inching closer to the respective
normal areas.
Total under pulses so far is
close to 119.59 lakh hectare as
against 114.77 lakh hectare
planted in the same period last
year, an increase of 4.82 lakh
hectare.
India has received 531.6
mm rainfall as against the normal of 533 mm so far while over
1.33 crore population have
been affected due to floods
across India. According to the
India
Meteorological
Department, the rain deficiency in Nagaland recorded 25 percent, Manipur 46 percent,
Mizoram 26 percent, Tripura 10
percent, Delhi 33 percent,
Himachal Pradesh 34 percent ,
Jammu and Kashmir 52 percent
and Rajasthan 22 percent, so far
while Assam, Bihar, Gujarat,
West Bengal, Karnataka, Kerala,
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Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh
are among those States reeling
under the flood.
As per the central water
commission report, most of the
river in the country are overflowing or above the danger
mark.
As against the designated
area of 110 lakh hectare, soyabean is sown over 118 lakh
hectare so far.
Similarly, cotton has covered 123.64 lakh hectare as
against the normal area of 121
lakh hectare. The area sown in
the same week last year was
118.73 lakh hectare. At 47.29
lakh hectare, groundnut planting is nearly 44 per cent more
than 32.86 lakh hectare in the
corresponding week in the previous kharif season.
The normal area under
groundnut is 41.41 lakh
hectare. Against the assigned
area of 74.73 lakh hectare,
maize is planted over 75.88
lakh hectare already.
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iti Ayog member Dr VK
Paul on Sunday said India
N
has 1,466 cases per million
whereas the world average,
into the seventh month of the
pandemic, is around 2,500 per
million even as he warned
people not to be complacent if
cases begin to decline.
“The trailer is over I think,
but we are still before the
interval,” he said at a webinar
organised by the India
International Centre on the
topic towards a holistic longterm medicare system.
He pointed out that currently, India is experiencing the
worst phase in its fight against
Covid-19 with a total of 64,399
new coronavirus cases getting

<^acP[XchaPcTbX]
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reported in the last 24 hours,
taking the overall caseload to
21,53,011, while the death toll
mounting to 43,379 with 861
fresh fatalities.
But there may be a silver
lining said Dr Paul.
Citing the day-wise daily
new cases data, he said, “If we
look at the five-day moving
average, we could see some
kind of stabilisation; I do not
know whether it is true or random, that only time will tell.
Maybe, there is something out
there, which is indicating that
we may have moved away from

the exponential rise and we
may be stabilising. But that only
time will tell.”
Dr Paul said that the first
phase of the Covid-19 pandemic was in the most populous cities, in the western half
of the nation, where the pandemic originated.
It seems now that the pandemic in this part of the country is now reaching some king
of peak. “As we have seen in the
context of Delhi,” he added
Dr Paul said, “We still have
large swathes of our geography
and large swathes of our population, which are naive to
this virus. The virus loves people, the virus loves dense places,
the virus loves irresponsible citizens who do not look after
their respiratory secretions and
do not maintain physical dis-

tance.”
He insisted that mortality
rates in India continue to be
low and in terms of response,
home-based isolation protocols
have succeeded. “Deaths will be
imprinted in pages of history,
how many deaths happened in
this pandemic in a given
nation? Need to keep a sharp
eye number of deaths? In case
of fatality rate, India is currently
at 2.06 per cent. Some states
have below 1 per cent case
fatality rate. The highest we
have seen for a state is 6 per
cent or little above 6 per cent”
said Dr Paul.
He insisted that in India
the mortality burden so far has
been on the lower side. “We
would like to keep our case
fatality rate below 1 per cent
and it is possible,” he added.
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ncessant honking, loud construction activity, loudIspeakers
at odd hours among
other noise pollution actions
will attract fines ranging from
C1,000 to C1 lakh, country’s top
pollution watchdog Central
Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) has proposed.
The new fines have been
proposed in response to a set
of cases going on in the
National Green Tribunal
(NGT) regarding noise pollution wherein the applicants
complained that despite sever-

al court orders, the problem of
noise pollution continues in the
national capital.

In November 2019, a
bench headed by the NGT
chairperson A.K. Goel had

asked the CPCB to look at
revising fines for bursting
crackers and for repeated violations. The tribunal had also
asked laying down stringent

compensation for tampering
with the sound limiters.
In a report filed with the
NGT in June this year, the
CPCB came out with a string

of penalties for violation of
noise pollution norms.
For instance, violation of
norms regarding the use of
loudspeakers/public address
system can result in seizure of
the equipment and a fine of
C10,000.
Similarly, violation of
noise pollution norms regarding the use of diesel generator sets can result in sealing of
DG sets and a fine of C10,000
to C100,000 depending upon
its size.
The violation in cases of
sound-emitting construction
equipment can result in a

fine of C50,000 and its seizure
or sealing.
The violation of noise
norms while bursting firecrackers beyond the time
limit (prescribed by the
Supreme Court) could attract
a fine of C 1,000 (in the residential, commercial or mixed
zone) and C3,000 (in a silence
zone).
But in case of violation of
norms during public rallies,
marriage procession or any
religious event, a heavier fine
of C10,000 could be levied on
the organiser in residential/commercial or mixed

zone and C 20,000 in a silence
zone.
In case of the first violation of noise rule within a
fixed premise in a function
organised by the resident welfare organisation, a marriage
function, public or institution
event, banquet hall, open
ground functions, a fine of
C20,000 may be levied while
a second violation could
result in a fine of C40,000.
However, more than two
violations could result in a
fine of C100,000 and sealing
of the premises, as per the
CPCB proposal.
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he death toll in Friday’s
landslide at Munnar in
T
Kerala reached 42 as search and
rescue team retrieved 17 dead
bodies by Sunday evening. The
rescue team had retrieved 25
dead bodies on Saturday. A
family of 18 members were
perished in the disaster leaving
a lone survivor.
Efforts are on by the NDRF
team to locate the workers
who were washed away in the
early morning water rush. But
those engaged in the operation
said that chances of locating
any more survivors were
remote because of the prevailing weather condition.
The Kerala Government
has come under severe criticism from opposition parties as
they alleged that the solatium
of C2 lakh granted to the
deceased by the administration
was low compared to what

was offered to those who killed
in Friday evening’s air crash
involving Air India Express
Dubai-Kozhikode flight. The
Kerala Government had
declared C10 lakh each to the
families of those who lost their
lives in the air crash.
Union Minister of State for
External Affairs who visited
Munnar and Rajamali said that
the Kerala Government should
be more humane in its approach
towards the victims of the landslide in the High Ranges. “A
compensation matching the
solatium allocated to the
deceased in the air crash should
be provided to victims in
Munnar landslide,” said the
union minister.
Inclement weather continued to torment most of the 14
districts in the State on Sunday.
The State Disaster Committee
had issued red alert in seven districts while orange alert has been
issued in six districts on Sunday.

Death and destruction
were reported from various
low lying lands in the districts
of Alappuzha, Kottayam,
Pathanamthitta and Idukki in
southern Kerala. Situation was
no different in Wayanadu,
Kozhikode, Thrissur and
Malappuram as rivers in all
these districts have been overflowing since Saturday.
The Main Central Road
connecting Angamali with
Thiruvananthapuram was
flooded in various places and
this threw traffic out of gear in
most places. According to
Indian
Meteorological
Department many districts in
Kerala are likely to receive
heavy rainfalls on Monday
also. There are strong possibilities of sea waves of 4 meter
height hitting the coastline
from the southern end to the
northern tip of the Kerala coast
in the next 24 hours,
announced the IMD.
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erala, battered and bruised by nature’s
fury for the last three days saw Covid19 continuing its dance of destruction across
the State as 1,211 new patients were diagnosed with the pandemic on Sunday.
According to the media release issued
by the Government of Kerala (chief minister Pinarayi Vijayan does not meet scribes
on Sunday), 1,026 patients contracted
Covid-19 through social transmission.
Thiruvananthapuram continued to top the
list of districts with 292 Covid-19 cases
while Malappuram (170) and Kottayam
(139) came second and third respectively.
The only news that offered consolation
was in the number of patients who were
cured of covid-19 and discharged from hospitals. The day saw 970 patients leaving hospitals for homes.
The new patients include 76 expatriates
and 78 persons from other parts of the
country.
There were 103 persons who could not
pinpoint the source from where they contracted the pandemic.
The release said 12, 347 patients were
being treated across the State for the pandemic out of which 11, 742 are in hospitals.
On Sunday, 1,278 persons were admitted to
the hospitals on account of Covid-19.

K
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he negligience of the district
administration and the health
department has proved to be a threat
to health of many people now. Covid
positive patients are roaming around
in the public and no wonder how many
people they have come in contact with.
A 60-year-old corona positive
woman, in Jawahar Nagar, was found
selling vegetables. Don't know how
many people would have come in contact with her. A 13-year-old girl of the
same family went to the mill to get
flour. The danger of spreading the
infection to the girl child also cannot
be ruled out.
6 people of the same family were
found infected in Jawaharnagar. The
infected patients were not admitted
even after 20 hours had passed.
Meanwhile, the family members continued to do their work like other days.
Such carelessness is coming to the fore.
That too in a situation when the
infection of corona in the district is
spreading rapidly.
The work of sealing and sanitizing
the areas around the house of infected patients is also not being done prop-

T
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he uninitiated may see this
as the standing proof of the
Social Justice for which the
Dravidian political parties stage
agitations across Tamil Nadu.
But this has resulted in creating a serious wedge between
the Hindus and Christians in
the State and the responsibility lies with the Hindu Religious
and Charitable Endowment
Department of Tamil Nadu.
More than four grounds of
prime land belonging to the
famous Sri Gangadareswar
Temple
in
Chennai’s
Purasawalkam area has been
given free on rent to the
Salvation Army, an organization engaged in proselytization.
“The Divisional Head Quarters

T

of the Salvation Army operates
from the premises along with
a Church, absolutely free of cost
as the HRCE has given it on
Rent Free basis to the Church,”
said TR Ramesh, president,
Temple Worshippers Society,
Tamil Nadu.

Ramesh said the land and
building given to the Salvation
Army are worth C2.5 lakh per
year but the HRCE has not collected anything till date from
them. This land and building
belong to the Temple Trust and
as per the by-laws governing
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Jammu: Alert jawans of the Indian Army
eliminated one terrorist while two others
received injuries when an infiltration bid
was foiled along the line of control in
Krishna Ghati sector of Poonch on Friday.
Thorough searches were being conducted in the area to retrieve the dead body
of a terrorist but the same was dragged away
from the site.
Meanwhile, a fresh incident of ceasefire violation was also reported late Sunday
evening in Shahpur Kirni and Krishna
Ghati sectors of Poonch.
According to a Jammu based Defence
Spokesman, Lt-Col Devender Anand,” a
group of terrorists had attempted to infiltrate from across the LoC in Krishna Ghati
sector on August 7, 2020. The alert Indian
Army troops detected the terrorists close
to LoC and immediately engaged them
resulting in on the spot killing of one terrorist and serious injuries to other two”.

Defence PRO further stated, during
searches it was found that the dead body
of the terrorist had been dragged away from
the incident site. However, one AK 47 Rifle,
two AK 47 Magazines and some eatables
were recovered from the incident site.
Defence PRO said, “Pakistan markings on
the eatables and a few other items clearly
indicate the complicity of Pakistan in
sponsoring terror activities in J&K”.
He said, the security forces are maintaining a robust Counter Infiltration grid
along the Line of Control to foil any nefarious designs by Pakistan.
According to Lt-Col Devender Anand,
“ on Sunday at about 5.50 p.m Pakistan initiated unprovoked ceasefire violation along
the line of control by firing with small arms
and shelling mortars in Shahpur Kirni and
Krishna Ghati sectors in Poonch. “the
Indian Army retaliated befittingly”, he
added.
PNS

the Temple properties, the land
or building can never be rented out or leased or sold to a
non-Hindu organization.
It may be remembered that
the Madras High Court had
asked the HRCE Department
in 2018 to inform the court
about the “whereabouts” of
the 50,000 acres of Temple
lands in the State to which the
Department is yet to give any
report.
The HRCE officials
remained incommunicado .
according to Ramesh, they
refused to partwith any information despite his efforts to get
the terms and conditions on
which the premises has been
given to the Salvation Army.
H Raja, national secretary,
BJP, who launched the Hindu
Temples Reclaim Movement

has some shocking information
with him. “We took a sample
survey of the temples. In the
survey, we uniformly found
that 5 per cent of the temples
exists no more. Among the
38,646 temples, we estimate
that at least 1,800 temples
could have been demolished to
give way to buildings and shopping complexes. Then, at least
20 per cent of the temples have
been abandoned or are underused,” said Raja.
Ramesh had some startling information to make on
Sunday. “Peaceful soldiers of
Abrahamic religions along with
pseudo
Hindus
have
encroached
the
Sree
Kailasanathar Swamy Temple
at Raasipuram and built public toilets right next to the temple,” said Ramesh.

asin Jahan the estranged wife of India
fast bowler Md Shami has lodged a
formal complaint with the Kolkata Police
after getting life threats from some people
for praising the ground-breaking ceremony
at Ram Temple site in Ayodhya.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the programme at Ayodhya on
August 5 after which Jahan, also an actor
and a model congratulated the nation and
called for religious unity.
“Soon after she posted her comments
some people started trolling her and she
was even given rape and murder threats,”
a close acquaintance said adding Jahan had
always been known for outspoken
ways.
The actor on Sunday registered a formal complaint with the Lal Bazar police
headquarters in Kolkata seeking action
against people who had been harassing her
on the Net, sources said adding the police
were investigating the matter.
Cases under relevant sections of the
IPC and IT laws have been registered
sources said.
“The offenders have told her that being
a woman from a particular community she
should not have made such comments,”
sources said adding however that the actor
had no immediate intentions of joining
politics.
Besides lodging a police complaint
Jahan who hails from Birbhum district of
Bengal is also known to have brought the
matter to the notice of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Home Minister Amit Shah
and Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee,
sources said.

H
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he body of Capt. Deepak V.
Sathe – who was killed in the
T
ill-fated Dubai-Kozhikode Air
India Express flight crash – was
brought from Kochi to Mumbai
in cargo flight on Sunday. His
funeral is expected to be held on
Tuesday.
Captain Sathe’s mortal
remains were flown from Cochin
International Airport in Kerala
to Mumbai’s Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj International Airport
(CSMIA), from where the
bereaved family members the
body was received by family
members, his colleagues, Air
India officials and aviation fraternity who paid tributes to
him.
Capt Deepak’s family lives in
the Jalvayu Vihar complex in the
upmarket Powai off Andheri
(East) in north-eastern Mumbai.
Capt. Deepak is survived by his
wife and two sons, Shantanu and
Dhananjay-- both of whom have
graduated from Indian Institute
of Technology-Bombay (IIT-B).
His elder son Shantanu – who is
currently in the United States,
while younger son Dhananjay
works for a firm in Bengaluru,
while daughter Anjali lives in
Mumbai.
Since Shantanu is based in
Seattle and is expected to reach
Mumbai only by Monday, late
Sathe’s family has scheduled his
funeral for Tuesday.

erly. Infections are also spreading by
seeking contact with infected patients
and delaying their reports. Systems like
Containment Zone and Red Zone are
no longer visible anywhere. There is a
provision for penalty on entering the
market without wearing a mask. But
there is no shortage of people who are
taking risks themselves and putting
other people's lives at risk as well.
Policemen are remaining mute and
simply spectating people roaming
around the streets without masks.
Social and physical distance is also not
being followed in the market. For this,
no concerned efforts are being done by
the district administration.
Vishnu Kumar Bunty, social worker told that the infected woman of
Jawahar Nagar was selling vegetables.
She was not admitted even after 18-20
hours. The girl at her house went to the
store to get the goods. The businessmen of Vishnupuri were also not
admitted for about 18-20 hours. When
the infected patients are not being
admitted, then when and how will they
check the people who come in contact
with them. Then how will Corona
break the chains. There is a need to follow the rules strictly and act honest-

ly.

Dr. BP Singh, CMO stated that
after the list of infected patients is out,
attempt to admit the Covid +ve patient
at the earliest are made. If it is delayed
then it is not good. Awareness and
public support is necessary to break the
corona infection chain. Health department and administration is also making efforts for this. The court is also
very serious about social distance and
masks.
A PAC Jawan who was covid positive was found roaming in the Hathras
Market.
A Jawan from the Provincial
Armed Constabulary(PAC), who had
tested positive for Covid -19 along with
11 others two days ago, was found
roaming in the market in Hathras, near
the district hospital where he was
admitted on Friday.
According to sources the Jawan
tried to hide his identity by saying that
he came to buy medicine for a patient
admitted in the hospital. However later
on he admitted that he is covid positive and stepped out to buy medicide
for his upset stomach as no one in the
isolation ward was giving medicines for
his upset stomach.
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fake lieutenant colonel resident of Nurpur, Ludhiana,
A
who cheated people in the
name of being admitted to the
Army, was questioned by the
Army Intelligence and intelligence agency in the district
prison. Along with this, the site
of arrest of this fake lieutenant
colonel was also checked.
It is said that the Army
Intelligence also closely
inspected the vehicle recovered
from the fake colonel. They
also recovered three SIM cards.
It has been told that there are
15 cases of cheating on this fake
colonel in Punjab as well as in
Haryana and Rajasthan. Police
of three states were looking for

him.
Pradeep alias Piru, a resident of Nurpur Ludhiana, used
to cheat people in the name of
being recruited into the army
by being a fake lieutenant
colonel in the name of his
brother Shravan Singh son of
Gurmel Singh. He had taken
seven and a half lakh rupees in
the name of enlisting in the
army from Ramkumar, son of
Kalicharan, resident of
Kudwara village of Mont police
station in Mathura district.
While registering a report
on Ramkumar's statement, the
police detained a fake lieutenant colonel in uniform in a
car near Battodevi School in
village Bhilpur. Fake PAN card,
fake ID, fake canteen card,

fake identity card, fake educational records were recovered
from him.
After the fake lieutenant
was caught, the Army
Intelligence is also trying to
find out to whom its wires are
connected. A four-member
team of Army Intelligence led
by Major Gaurav Niranjan
inspected the arrest site on and
recovered three SIM cards.
Pradeep alias Piru was
admitted to the Army in 2002
on the basis of his Shravan
Singh's credentials and was
sacked in 2016. After that, he
was roaming around and cheating on people. It has been told
that a women also used to work
along with him. Police is
searching for her.
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umber of Covid-19 cases across
Tamil Nadu remains critical and
N
there is no let up in the fatalities being
reported from various places in the
State. On Sunday, the Government
medical bulletin said 119 persons succumbed to coronavirus while the number of new cases diagnosed with covid19 showed 5,994.
This is for the eleventh day in a row
Tamil Nadu is testing less than 6,000
persons per day. On August 1, the State
had 5,879 patients while the numbers
came down to 5,875 on August 2 and
5,609 on August 3. Though the number further came down to 5,063 on
August 4, since the last five days it has
been showing hike in the number of
positive cases.

As part of aggressive testing carried
out across the State, 68,179 persons
were tested on Sunday. The number of
persons discharged from hospitals till
date crossed the 2.38 lakh on Sunday.
This is against the 2.96 lakh persons
diagnosed with covid-19 till date in the
State.
There were 53,336 active patients
across Tamil Nadu on Sunday.
Chennai tested positive for 989 out
of the 5,994 new patients across the
State. Chengalpet (397), Kancheepuram
(393) and Thiruvallur (396) remained
problematic districts in the cluster of
four districts which include Chennai.
Theni (360) is the only other district which tested more than 300 new
patients other than the four districts
cluster led by Chennai. The death toll
in Tamil Nadu reached 4,927on Sunday.
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Late Capt Sathe’s aged parents are in Nagpur, it is not certain yet that they will be arriving in Mumbai for son’s last rites.
In a related development,
late Sathe’s family has appealed
to the media for privacy in its
hour of grief.
“Wing Commander (Retd)
Deepak Sathe’s demise has
pained the entire Sathe family
and we are all together. Under
these circumstances, we are
unable to answer any media
queries, so kindly do not insist,”
the family said in a statement put
out on the social media Sunday
evening.
The bereaved family sources
said that late Capt Sathe had
planned to make a surprise visit
to Nagpur to celebrate his mother’s 84th birthday on Saturday.
But, destiny had other plans for
late Capt Sathe. He had last met
his parents in March this year
and was constantly in touch
with them over the phone since
then. He had spoken to his parents a day before the aircrash.
However, it was not clear
whether Capt. Sathe’s aged parents – both in their nineties and
who live in Nagpur -- would be
arriving here for the last rites.
An IAF pilot for 27 long
years, he had joined Air India in
2005, after his retirement. With
10,000 hours of flying experience
on the Boeing 737 aircraft, late
Capt Sathe had flown 6,662 of
these hours as the commander.

Bengaluru: Karnataka Health
Minister B. Sriramulu on Sunday
said that he has tested positive for
coronavirus. He is the fourth
Minister in the state to be diagnosed for the disease, apart from
Chief Minister B.S. Yediyurappa.
“In the wake of flu on Sunday,
I have been tested for coronavirus
and came positive,” he said on
social media.
Hospitalised in a state hospital in Shivajinagar, Sriramulu
expressed confidence that he will
get cured soon, and asked people
not to worry.
From the beginning of the
pandemic in March, the minister
said that he has been extensively
touring the state to review the
Health Department's work and
make arrangements to combat
the virus.
Sriramulu said that he has
prayed to God to heal him soon
and bestow strength to serve more
people during these hard times.
Meanwhile, all the people who
came in contact with him recently have been requested to take precautionary measures.
State Ministers B.C. Patil, S.T.
Somasekhara and C.T. Ravi have
also tested positive for coronavirus.
IANS

he Bengal Government which has temporarily banned flights from corona hit
T
regions have however decided to let interna-

tional charter flights ferrying Indian nationals land in the State.
The State Government has conveyed its
intentions to the External Affairs Ministry saying that all the corona negative patients taking chartered flights to Bengal would be
allowed to land at State airports provided they
board the flights after having tested for corona and the stated flights follow certain standard operating procedures.
“Only those with negative RT PCR
reports will be allowed,” Government sources
said adding a letter to this effect had been sent
to the Union Government on Saturday.
The standard operating procedure in such
case will be effected from August 10, sources
said adding the MEA has been requested to
pass on the SOP to the Aviation Ministry and

Indian Missions abroad.
The flights coming to Kolkata will be
required to carry clearance certificates from
the Indian Missions or the MEA.
Besides it has also been said that the
respective airlines ferrying in stranded passengers from abroad will have to apply for a
no-objection certificate from the
State Government providing the sponsor, the
number of passengers along with their details
apart from an undertaking that the passengers so flying in are corona negative.
With the total number of infected patients
in Bengal passing 1 lakh mark the
State government has taken certain
strong measures that include restrictions on
the international flights and the flights coming from the corona hit regions of the country.
Besides, the Government has also taken
a decision to impose bi-weekly lockdowns to
break the corona chain in the State to some
extent.
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Gandhinagar: Gujarat's Covid-19
tally breached the 70,000 mark on
Sunday as 1,078 fresh cases were
reported, while 25 more deaths took
the toll to 2,654, health officials said.
The state''s total number of cases
was at 71,064 following the detection
of fresh infections.
As many as 1,311 patients were
discharged on Sunday, taking the
total number of recoveries to 54,138.
Surat, the new Covd hotspot registering 20.59 per cent of Sunday's positive cases, saw 222 cases, while
Ahmedabad saw 153 cases coming up.
Vadodara once again after
Saturday, saw its daily spike climbing
to 110.
Vadodara was followed by Rajkot
95, Jamnagar 63, Panchmahals 47,
Bhavnagar and Amreli with 35 each,
Bharuch 28, Junagadh and
Gandhinagar with 27 each, Kutch 25,
Valsad 21, Dahod and Surendranagar
with 18 each, Kheda, Mahesana and
Patan with 11 each, Botad,
Sabarkantha and Narmada with 10
each, Mahisagar, Banaskantha and
Morbi with 9 each, Porbandar and
Tapi with 7 each, Anand and
Devbhumi Dwarka with 5 each,
Navsari 3, Aravalli and Dang with 2
each and Chhota Udepur with one
positive case.
The total number of Covid deaths
in Ahmedabad has reached 1,638.
Besides, 505 people have died in
Surat, 100 in Vadodara, 46 in

Gandhinagar, 45 deaths in Rajkot, 30
deaths in Patan, 26 deaths in
Bhavnagar, 24 in Aravalli, 23 in
Mahesana, 17 in Panchmahals, 16 in
Banaskantha, 15 in Kheda, 14 in
Anand and 11 in Bharuch.
The death toll rate of Ahmedabad
which used to be around 81 per cent
of the total toll during the peak in June
gradually got lower. On Sunday, it
came down to 61.71 per cent. Gujarat's
mortality rate has come down under
4 to 3.73 per cent, but is still one of the
highest in the country.
Till now the health authorities
have conducted nearly 10 lakh tests,
9,87,630 RT-PCR tests in Gujarat. Out
of a total RT-PCR tests carried out in
the 9,16,566, have been found negative.
There are 14,272 active cases,
out of which the condition of 14,199
is stable, whereas 73 critical patients
are still on ventilator.
Currently, there are nearly 4.9 lakh
people quarantined in the state at
4,88,222, where 4,86,610 are home
quarantined and 1,612 in government
facilities.
IANS
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Agra: A number of new coronavirus cases now getting reported
from the rural hinterland of Agra
has got the authorities worried,
even as 34 new cases took the district's total tally to 2,065.
Three members of a family in
Barara village were found positive
while several villages on the
Gwalior Road and Shamshabad
Road too have reported new coronavirus cases.
In a village in Bah area, three
generations of a family were found
corona positive. New cases have
been reported from villages in
Fatehabad area as well.
Meanwhile, Mathura district
reported 25 new cases, Mainpuri
26, Etah 35, and Firozabad 13
cases in the last 24 hours.
Active cases in Agra have
gone up to 297, with 1,667 recoveries. The recovery rate is 80.73
per cent. The number of containment zones in the city is 121.
Agra's infection rate has steadied at 3.23 per cent, and is considered to be on the lower side
compared with other cities of
Uttar Pradesh.
The death rate too has come
down to 4.89 per cent from 6.30
per cent earlier on.
The SN Medical College management says it is now fully geared
with trained manpower and medical infrastructure and medicines.
A 200-bed hospital is equipped
with dialysis machines, ventilators,
and facilities for plasma therapy
etc.
IANS
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QGLDQDLUFUDVKLQYHVWLJDWRUVH[DPLQLQJWKH
ZUHFNDJHRI$LU,QGLD([SUHVVIOLJKW
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.R]KLNRGHDUHOLNHO\WRKDYHZLWQHVVHGVLP
LODUVFHQHVMXVWDIHZVKRUW\HDUVDJR$QRWKHU
$LU,QGLD([SUHVV%RHLQJRYHUUDQD
UXQZD\DW0DQJDORUHDLUSRUWMXVWDIHZKXQ
GUHG NLORPHWUHV QRUWK RI WKH FXUUHQW VLWH
7KDQNIXOO\ZKLOHWKDWFUDVKVDZIHZVXUYLYRUV
LWDSSHDUVWKDW DWWKHWLPHRIZULWLQJDODUJH
PDMRULW\RIWKHSDVVHQJHUVRQERDUGWKLVSODQH
VXUYLYHGWKHVOLGHGRZQWKHHQGRIWKHUXQ
ZD\ 7KLV LV SUREDEO\ EHFDXVH WKH SLORW WXUQHG RII WKH HQJLQH WR DYHUW ILUH
,QYHVWLJDWRUVZLOOKDYHVHYHUDOWRROVDWWKHLUGLVSRVDOIURPZHDWKHUUHSRUWVUDGDU
GLVSOD\VDQGHYHQWKHSODQH·VRZQ&RFNSLW9RLFH5HFRUGHUDQG)OLJKW'DWD5HFRUGHU
+RZHYHUWKHVLPLODULWLHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRDFFLGHQWVEULQJWRPLQGWKHULVNVRI
RSHUDWLQJDWVXFK´WDEOHWRSµDLUSRUWV%RWK.R]KLNRGHDQG0DQJDORUHDLUSRUWV
DUHFDUYHGLQWRWKH:HVWHUQ*KDWVOHDYLQJSLORWVOLWWOHURRPIRUHUURU7KHLQIRU
PDWLRQDYDLODEOHDWWKLVWLPHKDVUHYHDOHGWKDWWKHSLORWKDGDOUHDG\PDGHRQH
PLVVHGDSSURDFKWRWKHDLUSRUW/DQGLQJLQWKHPRQVRRQLQ,QGLDZKHQUXQZD\V
DUHZHWLVDOZD\VDULVNDQGUXQZD\´H[FXUVLRQVµDUHFRPPRQGXHWRWKHORZHU
EUDNLQJDFWLRQDYDLODEOHRQWKHVOLSSHU\WDUPDFDVDQ\PRWRULVWRQWKHURDGV
ZRXOGEHTXLWHDZDUHRI:KLOH.R]KLNRGHDLUSRUW·VUXQZD\ZDVFOHDUO\ORQJHQRXJK
DWIHHWIRUD%RHLQJWRODQGVDIHO\LQPRVWFRQGLWLRQVWKHGLVWDQFH
QHHGHGIRUDODQGLQJLQH[WUHPHO\ZHWFRQGLWLRQVZLWKDWDLOZLQGPLJKWKDYHEHHQ
DQDVNWRRIDUIRUWKHDLUFUDIW$QGXQOLNH&RFKLQDLUSRUWDKXQGUHGRUVRNLOR
PHWUHVWRWKHVRXWKWKLVRQHE\LWVYHU\OD\RXWRQWKHWRSRIDSODWHDXKDGOLW
WOHUXQRIIDUHDDQGQRVRIWFRQFUHWHVXUIDFHDWWKHHQGRIDUXQZD\IRUSODQHV
WRVLQNLQWR1RZWKDWWKHFUDVKKDVKDSSHQHGHYHU\RYHUVLJKWDQGODSVHLVEHLQJ
FDOOHGLQWRDFFRXQW$VLWWXUQVRXWFLYLODYLDWLRQH[SHUWVKDGZDUQHGRIWKHDLU
SRUW·VULVNIDFWRUVDERXWQLQH\HDUVDJR,QDOHWWHUVHQWRQ-XQHWR
WKHWKHQGLUHFWRUJHQHUDORIFLYLODYLDWLRQ&DSW0RKDQ5DQJDQDWKDQZURWH´$Q
DLUFUDIWODQGLQJRQUXQZD\LQWDLOZLQGZLOOH[SHULHQFHSRRUEUDNLQJDFWLRQGXH
WRKHDY\UXEEHUGHSRVLWV«$OOVXFKIOLJKWV«DUHHQGDQJHULQJWKHOLYHVRIDOO
RQERDUG··:KLOHQRDFFLGHQWKDSSHQHGXQWLOQRZWKHUHSRUWJRWEXULHG(YHQ
QRZWKH*RYHUQPHQWKDVFODLPHGWKDWKXQGUHGVRIIOLJKWVKDYHODQGHGWKHUHLQ
WKHUHFHQWSDVWRYHUORRNLQJWKHQHHGWRUHDVVHVVWKHOD\RIWKHODQG
7KHUHDUHVL[WDEOHWRSUXQZD\VLQ,QGLDZKHUHODQGLQJIOLJKWVLVVRPHZKDW
GLIILFXOWDVWKHUHLVQRDGGLWLRQDOVSDFHRQWKHUXQZD\6LQFHWKHUHDUHPDQ\LVVXHV
SHUWDLQLQJWRVDIHW\RIDLUFUDIWFUHZDQGSDVVHQJHUVPDQ\LQWHUQDWLRQDOIOLJKWV
DQG$LUEXV$DQG%RHLQJGRQRWODQGDWWKHVHDLUSRUWV7KH.R]KLNRGH
DLUSRUW·VUXQZD\HQGVDIHW\DUHDZDVH[SDQGHGLQWRDFFRPPRGDWHZLGH
ERG\DLUFUDIW7KRXJKLWPHHWV8QLWHG1DWLRQVLQWHUQDWLRQDOFLYLODYLDWLRQUHTXLUH
PHQWVWKHDJHQF\UHFRPPHQGVDEXIIHUWKDWLVPHWUHVORQJHUWKDQZKDW
H[LVWVDW.R]KLNRGHDLUSRUW6RPHUHSRUWVDOVRVXJJHVWDOD[LW\DERXWURXWLQHWHVWV
$SSDUHQWO\QRIULFWLRQWHVWZDVGRQHDWWKHDLUSRUWDVLVPDQGDWRU\RQUXQZD\V
DQGWD[LZD\VHVSHFLDOO\WKRVHDIIHFWHGE\UDLQV)O\LQJLQ,QGLDKDVEHHQLQFUHG
LEO\VDIHRYHUWKHSDVWGHFDGHHYHQDVDLUWUDIILFKDVH[SORGHGZLWKKXQGUHGVRI
QHZDLUFUDIWDQGPLOOLRQVRIILUVWWLPHSDVVHQJHUV%XWDLUWUDYHOZKLOHEHLQJLQKHU
HQWO\VDIHGRHVKDYHDQDELOLW\WRVKRFNXVZKHQVRPHWKLQJJRHVZURQJ2QH
H[SHFWVWKLVDFFLGHQWWREHWKRURXJKO\LQYHVWLJDWHGDQGIDXOWVLIDQ\WREHUHFWL
ILHGHYHQLIWKDWPHDQVFORVLQJGRZQRIFHUWDLQDLUSRUWVLQ,QGLDRUUHVWULFWLQJ
ODUJHMHWDLUFUDIWIURPIO\LQJWKHUH5DQJDQDWKDQKDVIODJJHG3DWQDDQG-DPPX
DLUSRUWVDVDFFLGHQWSURQHDQGVLWWLQJGXFNVWKDWQHHGLPPHGLDWHXSJUDGHV$YLDWLRQ
LVDYLWDOO\LPSRUWDQWWUDQVSRUWDWLRQRSWLRQLQDFRXQWU\DVODUJHDV,QGLDZKHUH
PLOOLRQVPDNHWKHLUOLYLQJRXWVLGH,QGLDQVKRUHV7KHVDIHW\DQGVHFXULW\RIWKLV
LQGXVWU\LVQRWRQO\RISDUDPRXQWLPSRUWDQFHEXWDOVRDVWUDWHJLFQHFHVVLW\IRU
WKLVQDWLRQ

3cVR\Z_XdeVcV`ejaVd

836&WRSSHUVFRPHIURPIDLUO\PRGHVWEDFNJURXQGVDQG
KDYHVKRZQKRZWKHRUGLQDU\FDQPDQDJHH[WUDRUGLQDU\IHDWV
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KHUHFHQWO\SXEOLVKHGUHVXOWVRIWKH8QLRQ
3XEOLF6HUYLFH&RPPLVVLRQ 836& FLYLO
VHUYLFHVH[DPLQDWLRQKDYHWKURZQ
XSVRPHSRZHUIXOVWRULHVRIWULXPSKVXUSDVV
LQJJHQGHUFDVWHHFRQRPLFDQGUHOLJLRXVEDU
ULHUV6WRULHVRIJULWDQGLQVSLUDWLRQDERXQGDV
PRVWFDQGLGDWHVZKRKDYHPDGHWKHFXWKDYH
GRQHVRXQGHUFKDOOHQJLQJFLUFXPVWDQFHVDQG
PRGHVWPHDQV:KLOHVRPHQHYHUJDYHXS
GHVSLWHUHSHDWHGIDLOXUHVWKHUHDUHRWKHUVZKR
KDGWRRYHUFRPHSK\VLFDODVZHOODVIDPLO\
OLPLWDWLRQVWRSURYHWKDWFRXUDJHLVWKHRQO\
PDUNRIVXFFHVV7KHWRSSHU3UDGHHS6LQJKWKRXJKDOUHDG\DQ,56RIILFHULV
WKHVRQRIDIDUPHUIURP6RQLSDW6XUSULVLQJO\-DWLQ.LVKRUHDQG3UDWLEKD9HUPD
WRRQRWVDWLVILHGZLWKWKHLUHDUOLHUUHVXOWVUHDSSHDUHGIRUWKHH[DPVDQGKDYH
QRZEHFRPHWKHVHFRQGDQGWKLUGUDQNHUVDQGWKHWRSVFRUHUVDPRQJZRPHQ
2YHUDOOWKHUHDUHWKUHHZRPHQFDQGLGDWHVLQWKHWRSOLVW%XWVHWWLQJDQHZ
UHFRUGDUHFDQGLGDWHVIURP-DPPXDQG.DVKPLULQFOXGLQJ1DGLD%HLJWKH
\RXQJHVWRIILFHUIURP.XSZDUDDWDWLPHZKHQ\RXQJSHRSOHLQWKHEODFNHGRXW
6WDWHDUHVXIIHULQJRQDFFRXQWRIORVWRSSRUWXQLWLHV,Q\HWDQRWKHUH[DPSOHRI
SHUVHYHUDQFHDVRQRIDSHWUROSXPSZRUNHUIURP0DGK\D3UDGHVKKDVEDJJHG
WKHWKSRVLWLRQ1HLWKHUILQDQFLDOVWUXJJOHVQRUDPLVVHGRSSRUWXQLW\ODVW\HDU
ZKHQKHIDLOHGWRPDNHLWWRWKHOLVWE\MXVWRQHVORWFRXOGGHWHUWKLV\RXQJRIIL
FHU$LVKZDU\D6KHRUDQZKREDJJHGWKHUGSRVLWLRQKDVEHFRPHDFODVVLF
H[DPSOHRIEHDXW\ZLWKEUDLQV$IRUPHU0LVV,QGLDILQDOLVWVKHKDVEURNHQWKH
VWHUHRW\SHWKDWPRGHOVDUHQ·WVPDUWHQRXJKE\FOHDULQJWKHH[DPVLQKHUILUVW
DWWHPSW$IRUPHUFKLOGDFWRUWRRLVDQLQVSLUDWLRQIRUKHLVD&29,'ZDUULRUDQG
LVUHDG\WREHFRPHDQRIILFHU$QG3XUDQD6XQWKDULD\HDUROGYLVXDOO\LPSDLUHG
ZRPDQIURP0DGXUDLKDVSURYHGMXVWKRZQRYLVLRQFDQEHRXWRIVLJKW
&DVWHDQGJHQGHUEDUULHUVFRQWLQXHWREHEURNHQ2IWKHWRWDOTXDOLILHGFDQ
GLGDWHVEHORQJWRWKHJHQHUDOFDWHJRU\DQGIURPWKHUHVHUYHG 6&67
DQG2%& TXRWDV7KHJDSLVVWLOOZLGHEXWWKHUHLVVRPHSURJUHVV:RPHQKDYH
SXVKHGWKHLUZD\FUHGLWDEO\LQWRWKHWRSOLVWEXWRYHUDOOWKHQXPEHURIZRPHQ
MRLQLQJWKHVHUYLFHVLVVWLOOOHVVWKDQSHUFHQWDFFRUGLQJWR*RYHUQPHQWGDWD
7KLV\HDULWLVSHUFHQWZRPHQDQLPSURYHPHQWRQWKHILJXUHV7KH
ELJJHVWWDNHDZD\LVWKDWWKH\RXQJDQGKDUGZRUNLQJDFKLHYHUVKDYHEURNHQPDQ\
P\WKVVXUURXQGLQJRQHRIWKHWRXJKHVWH[DPLQDWLRQVLQWKHFRXQWU\³WKDWLWLV
PHDQWIRUWKHLQWHOOLJHQWWKRVHZKRKDYHH[FHOOHQWDFDGHPLFUHFRUGVWKDWLWLV
HDVLHUIRUWKRVHIURPHQJLQHHULQJDQGPHGLFDOILHOGVWRFOHDUWKHH[DPVWKDWRQH
QHHGVWRGHYRWHPRUHWKDQKRXUVRIWKHGD\WRGRVRDQGWKDWRQHQHHGVWR
VSHQGPRQH\DQGWLPHRQFRDFKLQJFODVVHV<HWHYHU\ERG\RQWKHWRSSHUV·OLVW
WKLV\HDULVDUHJXODU\RXQJVWHU(DFKKDVEHHQKLJKRQPRWLYDWLRQHIIRUWDQG
IRFXV7KHPLQGVHWKDVZRQLQWKHHQG
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8QHQGLQJ/DGDNKVWRU\
CWT<^SX6^ecXbX]PUXgc^SPh]^cQTRPdbT^UcWT]TV[XVT]RT^U_aTeX^dbaTVX\TbQdcQTRPdbT
^UXcb^f]ST[XQTaPcT]TV[TRc^UcWT\X[XcPahFTWPeTUPX[TSc^[TPa][Tbb^]b

455@1; B8=70
n interesting anecdote doing the
rounds among military veterans’
groups on social media pertains
to an incident just after the 1971
war. A young officer performing
duties of the Regimental Adjutant, the principal staff officer to the Commanding Officer,
was approached by an extremely engaging
and popular ex-serviceman — who was
employed by a well-known corporate — for
an authority letter to continue drawing canteen stores from his unit. This was a common
occurrence in those times when smart cards
were yet to make an appearance. However,
on a hunch, the officer decided to obtain verification of his antecedent prior to signing the
certificate from the office that maintained
departmental records.
Surprisingly, it turned out that the individual was a deserter from the Army and had
absconded from his unit during the SinoIndian conflict of 1962 while his unit was
deployed in the combat zone. On receipt of
this information, as was expected, the ex-soldier was apprehended and questioned. He
accepted his guilt and explained that after his
unit was overrun by the Chinese, he successfully evaded them and escaped to Bhutan
where he got himself a job. One thing led to
another and he settled into civilian life and
never rejoined the Army. As is customary, he
was brought before a court-martial; was found
guilty and sent off to serve time in jail.
However, the commanding officer being a
kindly soul and displaying immense empathy for the convict, convinced his company
to retain him on the rolls, while also arranging to look after his family till he had served
his sentence. Thus, on his return, the former
soldier not only got his job back but was also
able to finally shed his sense of guilt and
apprehension that had haunted him all
those years.
This is a simple straightforward tale of
being held to account for one’s misdeeds,
which fortuitously ended well for the soldier
and his family, despite all the trials and tribulations that he must have faced. A contrarian view would suggest that in all likelihood,
he had probably been traumatised by his
world collapsing around him when his unit
disintegrated in battle, leaving him to fend for
himself. Given his experience and mental state
— where there was no sufficient ground for
mitigation — should he not have been
absolved of all wrongdoing? Of course,
while this question may draw differing conclusions, depending on one’s point of view and
interpretation of the law, what cannot be disputed is that he was guilty of fraudulently
attempting to obtain benefits authorised only
to military veterans. He deserved to be held
to account. Ironically, the account does not
make clear whether the latter aspect was
glossed over or even considered.
But here is the thing that the young soldier was undoubtedly an insignificant cog in
that vast military machine and yet, he was held
to account for the error he had committed.

A

One wishes that those responsible for derailing the military and
forcing it and this country to live
through years of ignominy of
defeat had also been meted out
justice in a similar manner. The
sad truth is that they got away
without being held accountable
as neither resignations — like that
of Krishna Menon or General
Thapar, the Army Chief — nor
deprivation of further promotion,
as some others faced, can be
called punishment enough. At
the minimum, those responsible
should have certainly faced disciplinary proceedings, maybe
even have had their pensions
stopped, as was the case with
General AAK Niazi after he surrendered in Dhaka. After all, surrendering 37,000 square km of
the territory that we claimed as
ours to the Chinese was no
small matter. Yet, how did we
respond to this humongous disaster? Shamefully, to say the
least, the Government did transfer the individual entrusted with
the defence of India, the then
Defence Secretary O Pulla Reddy,
but subsequently nominated him
as the founding Vice Chancellor
of Andhra Pradesh Agricultural
University. Talking of second
chances.
Our unwillingness and
inability to fix the blame for acts
of commission and omission at
the highest levels have ensured
that no lessons are ever learnt. We
have also gone on to perfect the
art of deflection as the Kargil dis-

aster clearly showed. There was
no reason why Atal Bihari
Vajpayee’s attempts at engaging
Pakistan should have led to
complacency on the part of
either the intelligence or the
security establishment. It was all
very well to have blamed it on
“systemic intelligence failure”
but why nobody thought it necessary to ask the question: While
the intelligence agencies may
have failed to discern Pakistan’s
intentions, how was it that the latter occupied our territory without detection by the Army?
Instead of taking it to task, we
made much of our top military
brass, treating them as heroes for
reclaiming — at great cost one
might add — what we should not
have lost in the first place. Of
course, the Government of the
day could not have acted in any
other manner as that would
have been seen as a blemish on
its performance as well.
Naturally, we are again witness to this sordid cycle as the
Chinese once again make fools
out of us. The same cliched
excuses are being trotted out that
unfortunately, the “WuhanMamallapuram spirit” made our
security establishment complacent and we were, thus, caught
wrong-footed as intelligence
agencies were unable to detect
Chinese movers or gauge their
intentions. The security establishment hopes to save itself the
blushes by pushing the blame on
its favourite whipping boy, “sys-

temic failure.” In this case, the
current border management
practice that ensures a rather
opaque division of responsibilities between the Army and the
Indo-Tibetan Border Police.
One can be certain that they
will manage to avoid being held
to account this time as well. Not
least because of the way Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has
attempted to change the narrative by denying any ingress or loss
of territory and instead promoting through his minions “differing perceptions of the LAC
between both sides” to fudge the
issue. He hopes — and not without good reason given the blind
support he enjoys — this will
allow him and his Government
to carry on as if it is business as
usual. Unfortunately for him, the
unexpected appearance in the
public domain of the Ministry of
Defence report on the ingress by
the PLA — though now withdrawn — does suggest that there
are those within the Government
who have serious reservations
about his actions and have no
compunction in showing him up
for dissembling.
Normally, in a bureaucratic
and hierarchical system such as
ours, it is often the case that those
left holding the baby, so to say, are
not necessarily the ones responsible for its procreation in the first
place. We would certainly not
have found ourselves in the present situation if the previous
Government, and this one, had

shown even a modicum of interest in national defence and kept
their eye on the ball. Modi finds
himself in an extremely difficult
situation, not because the
Manmohan Singh Government
was negligent, which it certainly was, but because of his own
deliberate neglect of the military
since 2014. He made all the right
noises but had no time for the
military, except for where it
helped his own political fortunes.
Similarly, General Rawat
would not have found himself
caught in this controversy today
if he had not been appointed the
Chief of Defence Staff after pandering to Modi’s wishes. He cannot escape responsibility for having sabotaged the Mountain
Strike Corps (MSC) midway
through its raising while he was
Chief of Army Staff. One may
recall that it was after the ingress
by the Chinese in the Depsang
Sector in 2013 that the dysfunctional Manmohan Singh
Government understood the
seriousness of the issue and
sanctioned the raising of the
MSC. Its raising was given full
attention by the Army Chief and
was of immense concern to the
Chinese because they clearly
understood the shift in the intent
of the Indian armed forces from
a purely defensive posture to a
more pro-active one. It changed
the concept of Sino-Indian conventional deterrence.
Thus, one can imagine their
utter joy when the Modi-DovalRawat combine put the spanner
in the works and put the MSC
into forced hibernation. This
was allegedly done because of
budgetary constraints, something that apparently had no
impact on the unbridled expansion of the Central Armed Police
Forces. It is obvious that purely
defensive actions on our part will
never restore the status quo ante,
which we are insisting upon, in
the foreseeable future. If we do
nothing, the loss of territory
will be a body blow to our reputation in the region and internationally.
In the long run, as happened
with Nehru, it will be the ruination of Modi. His reputation will
suffer, his ability to stay in power
will be constrained and he will be
reduced to a caricature. Ironically,
while Nehru continues to shoulder much of the blame for problems that afflict us today, Modi
and his minions will not have
that advantage. They will have to
bear the consequences for their
actions. There is something to be
said for poetic justice and that old
adage, “As you sow, so shall you
reap.”
(The author, a military veteran, is a consultant with the
Observer Research Foundation
and a Senior Visiting Fellow with
The Peninsula Foundation)
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3XY^QSQ^^_dRUdbecdUT
Sir — Despite several rounds of
talks between India and China,
no solution appears to be in
sight with regard to the border
crisis along the Line of Actual
Control. Clashes at Galwan were
proof enough that China cannot
be relied upon. It attacked Indian
soldiers without any provocation.
To top it all, China’s expansionist tendencies and greed for grabbing weaker landlocked territory
through unfair means are a neverending phenomenon. India’s relationship with Russia, though on
an even keel, cannot be ignorant
of the former’s support to China.
It is doubtful if Russia will extend
us any help in case of a conflict.
It is, thus, imperative that India
forges a military pact with the US
to keep a check on China’s
assertiveness, aggressiveness and
other nefarious activities.
Rashmi
Via email

4URdbUcdbeSdebY^W
Sir — In view of the COVID-19
pandemic having battered the
economy, it was expected that the
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BQWY^WbQY^V_bUcdQS\Y]QdUdXbUQd
WT aPX]U^aTbc aTVX^] ^U 1aPiX[ 0\Pi^] aTR^aSTS
%'X]RXST]cb^UUXaTX]9d[hd_Ua^\$" '[Pbc
hTPacWTbP\T\^]cW0\Pi^]WPbQTT]PcP[ZX]V
_^X]cU^a\^bcTg_TacbQTRPdbTXcR^\_aXbTb\^aTcWP]
WP[U^UcWTf^a[SbfTc[P]Sb2^]cX]dTSSahb_T[[bPaTP
cWaTPcc^cWTU^aTbcbAPVX]VUXaTbX]cWTaTVX^]\Ph]^c
T]cXaT[hQTPccaXQdcTSc^]PcdaP[RPdbTbbdRWPb[XVWc]X]V
WTPcfPeT^acWTTad_cX^]^Ue^[RP]^Tb2Pcc[TaP]RWX]V
Xb cWT [PaVTbc SaXeTa ^U STU^aTbcPcX^] 8] cWT \^]cWb
QTcfTT]9d[hP]SBT_cT\QTaUPa\TabPaTZ]^f]c^R[TPa
cWTXa[P]SbU^aRPcc[TUPa\X]VP]Sb^X[UTacX[XbPcX^]8[[TVP[
\X]X]VX]0\Pi^]aPX]U^aTbcc^^WPbQTR^\TP]°T_X
ST\XR±0acXbP]P[\X]X]VU^aV^[SP]S^cWTa\X]TaP[bX]
0\Pi^] U^aTbcb P]S aXeTab WPb QTT] P _a^Q[T\ U^a
STRPSTbP]SXbdbdP[[hX[[TVP[
2aXcXRb^U?aTbXST]c9PXa1^[b^]Pa^WPeT_[PRTScWT
Q[P\TPcWXbS^^abcT_bP]SWXb°P]cXT]eXa^]\T]c±°_a^
PVaXRd[cdaT±P]S_a^X]Sdbcah±_^[XRXTbCWT_a^STeT[
^_\T]cX\PVT^U1^[b^]Pa^WPbP]VTaTSR^]bTaePcX^]
XbcbfW^UTT[WTXb]^cS^X]VT]^dVWc^bPeTcWTU^aTbcb
Ua^\\P]\PSTSXbPbcTabB_TRXTb^U_[P]cbP]SP]X
\P[bX]cWTaPX]U^aTbcbb[^fS^f]V[^QP[R[X\PcTfPa\
X]VAPX]U^aTbcbR^]caXQdcTc^PWTP[cWh\PX]cT]P]RT^U
cWTTR^bhbcT\8]R^]caPbcfX[SUXaTbT\XcPWXVWR^]
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Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
would come up with another rate
cut but it left it unchanged at four
per cent. Instead, the Central
bank has allowed financial institutions a special one-time dispensation to restructure loans which

ratio has been increased to 90 per
cent. This will pave the way for a
robust rise in the quality and
quantity of loans. While extending forbearance, it is imperative
for the banks to be diligent and
cautious to prevent good money
from turning into NPAs.
Shivansh
Via email

4UQ\gYdXS_]`QccY_^
cT]c^URPaQ^]SX^gXSTRPaQ^]\^]^gXSTP]S^i^]T_aT
Rdab^ab[TcP[^]T]Xca^VT]^gXSTbP]S^aVP]XR\PcTaXP[b
¯P[[^UfWXRWPaTSTcaX\T]cP[c^cWTR[X\PcT8]! (
cWTU^aTbcUXaTfPbcTa\TSPbP°V[^QP[RaXbXb±Qhf^a[S
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are stressed due to the pandemic. Indeed, a rate cut at this juncture would have meant little.
Unless demand is generated,
units will continue to gasp for survival despite the repayment
breather.

The Monetar y Policy
Committee has also called for the
appointment of an expert committee to frame a window under
the prudential norms for speedy
resolution of stressed loans.
Besides, the gold loan-to-value

Sir — The Kashmir problem
needs to be tackled with sensitivity. The people of Jammu and
Kashmir have suffered enough.
All possible aid should be provided to them. Kashmir should be
transformed into a world-class
tourist destination. Establishing
good colleges and other technical institutes will help the
Kashmiri youth compete equally with the rest of the nation as
they are talented and given to
innovation. By setting up good
medical colleges and hospitals,
public health needs can be taken
care of, too.
Ashok Malik
Via web
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Q´2FWREHU6XUSULVHµLQWKH86LVQRZDOPRVWLQHYLWDEOH
EHFDXVHWKDWZLOOEH863UHVLGHQW'RQDOG7UXPS·VODVWFKDQFH
WRJHWUHHOHFWHGOHJLWLPDWHO\7UXPSPLJKWWU\WRFOLQJWRRIILFH
HYHQLIKHORVHVWKHYRWHEXWLWZRXOGEHDORWHDVLHUDQGQHDWHU
LIKHDFWXDOO\ZRQDPDMRULW\LQWKH(OHFWRUDO&ROOHJHRQ1RYHPEHU
,Q86SROLWLFDOMDUJRQDQ´2FWREHU6XUSULVHµLVDQHZVHYHQW
GHOLEHUDWHO\FUHDWHGRUWLPHGWRLQIOXHQFHWKHRXWFRPHRIDQHOHF
WLRQSDUWLFXODUO\RQHIRUWKH86SUHVLGHQF\DQGXVXDOO\LQYROYHV
IRUHLJQHUVRUDWKUHDWWRWKHQDWLRQ,WLVSODQQHGVXFKWKDWDOORWKHU
LVVXHVDUHIRUJRWWHQ$PHULFDQVUDOO\DURXQGWKHIODJDQGWKHLQFXP
EHQWZLQVRQDVXUJHRISDWULRWLVP2UWKDW·VWKHWKHRU\DWOHDVW
7KHVDPHWKLQJKDSSHQVHOVHZKHUHWRRRIFRXUVHDQGQRW
QHFHVVDULO\LQ2FWREHU7KDW·VZKHQLWQHHGVWRKDSSHQLQWKH86
WRZLQDSUHVLGHQWLDOHOHFWLRQ)RULQVWDQFHD´-XO\6XUSULVHµKDS
SHQHGUHFHQWO\LQ%HODUXVEHFDXVHRIWKH$XJXVWSUHVLGHQWLDO
HOHFWLRQ$OH[DQGHU/XNDVKHQNRWKHVWURQJPDQZKRUXOHV%HODUXV
´GLVFRYHUHGµ5XVVLDQPHUFHQDULHVLQKLVFRXQWU\,WPDWWHUVOLW
WOH WKDW WKH\ ZHUH XQDUPHG DQG RQ WKHLU ZD\ WR ,VWDQEXO EXW
3UHVLGHQW/XNDVKHQNRWROGKLVSHRSOHWKDWWKHUHZDVDSORW´6R
IDUWKHUHLVQRRSHQZDUIDUHQRVKRRWLQJWKHWULJJHUKDVQRW\HW
EHHQSXOOHGEXWDQDWWHPSWWRRUJDQLVHDPDVVDFUHLQWKHFHQ
WUHRI0LQVNLVDOUHDG\REYLRXV2QO\,FDQVDYHRXUFRXQWU\9RWH
IRUPHµZDV/XNDVKHQNR·VLPSDVVLRQHGSOHDWRKLVFLWL]HQV
7UXPSZLOOQHHGVRPHWKLQJOLNHWKDWEHFDXVHRWKHUZLVHWKH
&RURQDYLUXVLVJRLQJWRNLOOKLPSROLWLFDOO\7KLVZDVQRWWUXHDV
UHFHQWO\DVHDUO\-XQHEHFDXVHXSXQWLOWKHQWKH86ZDVQRWSHU
IRUPLQJHVSHFLDOO\EDGO\LQGHDOLQJZLWKWKHSDQGHPLF,WORRNHG
DORWZRUVHEHFDXVHRI7UXPS·VEL]DUUHEHKDYLRXU³WKHHQG
OHVVVKDPHOHVVOLHVWKHQDUFLVVLVPWKHVXJJHVWLRQVWKDWSHR
SOHVKRXOGLQMHFWEOHDFKDQGVRRQ³EXWLQWHUPVRI&29,'
GHDWKVSHUPLOOLRQSHRSOHWKH86IDWDOLW\UDWHZDVVWLOOORZHUWKDQ
RWKHUPDMRU:HVWHUQFRXQWULHVH[FHSWIRU*HUPDQ\DQG&DQDGD
7KH86ZDVODWHWRJRLQWRWKHORFNGRZQEXWVRZHUHWKH\
DOODWOHDVWFRPSDUHGWRPRVW$VLDQFRXQWULHV8QWLOUHFHQWO\LI
\RXZHUHD7UXPSVXSSRUWHU\RXFRXOGVWLOOEHOLHYHKHZDVGRLQJ
DJRRGMRE,WZDV7UXPS·VUXVKWRHQGWKHORFNGRZQQRWDOOWKH
HDUOLHUQRQVHQVHWKDWGLGWKHUHDOGDPDJH+HEHOLHYHGWKDWKH
ZRXOGORVHWKHHOHFWLRQLIWKHHFRQRP\GLGQ·WUHYLYHEXWE\RSHQ
LQJXSWRRIDVWKHPDQDJHGWRUHYLYHWKHSDQGHPLFDWWKHVDPH
WLPH
7KHQXPEHUVWHOOWKHWDOH7KLVZHHNWKH86ZLOOUHFRUGLWV
WKGHDWKIURP&29,'7KDW·VDOPRVWDTXDUWHURIDOO
WKH&RURQDYLUXVIDWDOLWLHVLQWKHZRUOG0XFKZRUVH86GHDWKV
DUHVWLOOJRLQJXSZKLOHFDVXDOWLHVHOVHZKHUHLQWKHGHYHORSHGZRUOG
KDYHIDOOHQVWHHSO\7KDW·VDOPRVWHQWLUHO\GXHWR7UXPS
7DNH&DQDGDIRUH[DPSOH,WLVYHU\VLPLODUWRWKH86LQLWV
HFRQRP\DQGGHPRJUDSK\EXWGLIIHUHQWLQVRFLDODQGSROLWLFDOWHUPV
&DQDGDKDVXQLYHUVDOKHDOWKFDUHDQGDPXFKOHVVGUDVWLFGLYLGH
EHWZHHQWKHULFKDQGWKHUHVWIRUH[DPSOHZKLFKSUREDEO\H[SODLQV
ZK\WKH86·FXPXODWLYHGHDWKUDWHSHUPLOOLRQLVZKLOH&DQDGD·V
LVRQO\7KHKLVWRU\LVWKHUHIRUHDQ$PHULFDQGHDWKUDWHWZLFH
DVKLJKDV&DQDGD·V1RWJUHDWEXWVWUXFWXUDOO\LQHYLWDEOH%\QRZ
KRZHYHU&DQDGDKDVPDQDJHGWRJHWLWVFDVXDOWLHVGRZQWRWHQ
DGD\ZKHUHDVWKH86LVEDFNXSWRDURXQGDIDWDOLWLHVD
GD\
(YHQDOORZLQJIRU&DQDGD·VPXFKVPDOOHUSRSXODWLRQWKDWLV
WHQWLPHVZRUVH7KLVLVZKDWFRPLQJRXWRIDORFNGRZQWRRHDUO\
GLGWRWKH86DQGLWLVDOOGRZQWR3UHVLGHQW7UXPS7KHSDQ
GHPLFLVUDJLQJRQFHDJDLQLQWKH86DQGWKHUHPD\EHDTXDU
WHUPLOOLRQGHDWKVWKHUHE\HOHFWLRQGD\LQ1RYHPEHU86´GHDWKV
SHUPLOOLRQµDUHJRLQJXSWKUHHSHUGD\ZKLFKPHDQVWKDWWKH86
ZLOORYHUWDNH&KLOH QRZDWFDVXDOWLHV LQOHVVWKDQRQHZHHN
,WDO\  LQDPRQWK6SDLQ  LQILYHZHHNV,WPLJKWHYHQ
FDWFKXSZLWKWKH8.  E\HOHFWLRQGD\
0RVWRIWKRVHQHZO\GHDG$PHULFDQVZLOOEHRYHUVRSURE
DEO\WKH\ZRXOGKDYHEHHQ7UXPSVXSSRUWHUV7KHLUUHODWLYHVDQG
IULHQGVDUHERXQGWRQRWLFHHYHQWXDOO\$VLWLV-RH%LGHQ·VOHDG
RYHU7UXPSLQWKHSROOVKDVDOUHDG\ZLGHQHGWRSHUFHQW+RZ
FRXOG7UXPSWXUQWKDWDURXQGLQWKHUHPDLQLQJGD\V"+LVRQO\
KRSHLVWRPDQXIDFWXUHDQ´2FWREHU6XUSULVHµLQYROYLQJ&KLQDD
UHVWDJHG´7RQNLQ*XOI,QFLGHQWµLHWKHRQHUHDODQGRQHSKDQ
WRPILUHILJKWWKDWHPEURLOHGWKH86LQWKH9LHWQDP:DU
2USHUKDSVKHFRXOGPDQXIDFWXUHDWHUURULVW´WKUHDWµVRKXPRQ
JRXVWKDWLWZRXOGJLYHKLPDSUHWH[WWRGHFODUHPDUWLDOODZQDWLRQ
ZLGH2UPD\EH7UXPSZLOODUUDQJHWKHSUHPDWXUHFHUWLILFDWLRQRI
D&29,'YDFFLQHVRKHFDQUROOLWRXWMXVWEHIRUHWKH1RYHPEHU
YRWH,ILWNLOOVDORWRISHRSOHODWHURQZKRFDUHV"+HZRQ7UXPS
NQRZVWKDWLIKHORVHVWKH1RYHPEHUHOHFWLRQKHZLOOVSHQGWKH
UHVWRIKLVOLIHLQFRXUWSRVVLEO\HYHQLQMDLO+HZLOOGRZKDWHYHU
LWWDNHVWRZLQ,WLVQ·WRYHU\HW
*Z\QQH'\HU·VQHZERRNLV¶*URZLQJ3DLQV7KH)XWXUHRI
'HPRFUDF\DQG:RUN·
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7?F9>4170CC0270A944
fter the release of the Reserve Bank of
India’s (RBI’s) half-yearly Financial
Stability Report (FSR) on July 24, shares
of banks and finance companies were battered
at the stock market. Though the private banks
(PVBs) like ICICI, HDFC, Axis Bank, Bandhan
Bank got seared, the public sector banks (PSBs),
too, bore the brunt of the bloodbath on the bourses. The mayhem exposed the structural weaknesses of the Indian banking system and the
severity of the Non-Performing Asset (NPA) crisis looming over them.
C74
As the RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das A420?8C0;8B0C8>=
emphasised (and his sentiment was echoed by
1>=3A>DC41H
the Chairman of the 15th Finance Commission)
F7827C74
the soaring NPAs and the consequent capital ero6>E4A=<4=C
sion of the banks would need immediate recap8BBD4B1>=3BC>
italisation of both PVBs and PSBs.
To alleviate the pandemic-created stress on C7410=:BF7827
borrowers, the RBI has already placed a mora- ?A><?C;H8=E4BC
torium on the payment of loan instalments and
C74<8=
deferment of interest payments till August 31.
6>E4A=<4=C
However, the banks are fearing — as articulatB42DA8C84B8B
ed by the HDFC Chairman — that even solvent
=>C78=6<>A4
borrowers may take advantage of this relaxation
C70=0=
and not repay their loans. This would further
022>D=C8=6
worsen the financials of the banks.
CA82:0?0AC
The FSR has also acknowledged that there
is a major risk that the moratoriums may have 5A><8=2A40B8=6
C74
serious implications on the financial health of the
6>E4A=<4=C³B
banks. Overall, about 50 per cent of all loans —
65 per cent of Micro, Small and Medium
8=C4A4BC
Enterprises (MSME) borrowings and 56 per cent
;8018;8C84B8C
of retail loans — were under moratorium as on
A0A4;H
April 30, against only 39 per cent of corporate
033A4BB4BC74
loans. The PSBs have a larger share — 58 per cent,
344?4A
82 per cent and 80 per cent respectively for corBCAD2CDA0;
porate, MSME and individual loans, as against
20 per cent, 43 per cent and 34 per cent respec- ?A>1;4<B>5C74
10=:BF8C7;>F
tively for the PVBs.
2A438C>55C0:4
As far as Non-Banking Financial Companies
(NBFCs) are concerned, 56 per cent, 61 per cent 0=378674A=?0B
and 46 per cent of the loans are under morato10=:BF8;;14
rium respectively for these categories. The sce5>A243C>
nario is really disquieting. The RBI has assumed
5DAC74A;>F4A
a contraction of the Gross Domestic Product
C7434?>B8C
(GDP) by 4.4 per cent, gross fiscal deficit of 10.9
8=C4A4BCA0C4B
per cent and Consumer Price Inflation (CPI) of
¯0;A403H0C
4.1 per cent as the baseline scenario assuming
steady recovery from the second-half of the cur- C74A>2:1>CC><
¯0=33A8E4
rent fiscal. The GDP contraction and fiscal deficit
34?>B8C>AB
numbers may be a tad too optimistic, given the
C>F0A3BC74
severe economic disruptions with no end in sight.
The FSR has stated that the Capital to Risk4@D8CH<0A:4C
Weighted Assets Ratio (CRAR) of Scheduled
>A6>;3C78B8B
Commercial Banks (SCBs) stood at 14.8 per cent
70A3;H0A428?4
while their Gross Non-Performing Asset (GNPA)
5>AA4E8E0;
ratio stood at 8.5 per cent in March. But it projected that the GNPA ratio may worsen further
to 12.5 per cent by March 2021 under the optimistic baseline scenario and may escalate to 14.7
per cent under a severely-stressed scenario.
The implications of these numbers are
indeed very serious. As of March, the total NPAs
of SCBs stood at C8.62 lakh crore; at the baseline scenario which seems a bit hopeful, this
would rise to around C13 lakh crore and at the
worst case scenario to C15 lakh crore, at which
level, all undercapitalised and overleveraged
banks would cease to be going concerns.
In fact, the pandemic has wiped out all the
work done so far by the SCBs by using a large
part of their capital to correct their balance sheets

A

— which was so assiduously pursued
by the RBI during the last few years.
This has seen a steady decline in their
GNPA ratio from 11.5 per cent in
March 2018 to 8.5 per cent in March
this year. Though this reduced their
CRAR, however, it still remained above
the Basel III-compliant RBI norms.
Now, the loans are likely to rise to a 20year high as a result of the crisis triggered by the pandemic.
As the RBI Governor said in the
foreword to the FSR, “The financial system in India remains sound.
Nonetheless, in the current environment, the need for financial intermediaries to proactively augment capital
and improve their resilience has
acquired top priority. In the evolving
milieu, while risk management has to
be prudent, extreme risk-aversion
would have adverse outcomes for all.”
Under the current crisis, risk aversion, both by banks and borrowers, is
only to be expected as evidenced by the
banks parking their excess liquidity
with the RBI instead of lending. Credit
demand has not picked up despite the
easing of the lockdown and financial
vulnerabilities are likely to be amplified,
leading to a further deterioration in the
asset quality of the banks due to the piling up of mountains of bad loans.
As a 90-day window is given for
paying the loan instalments to keep the
loans from being classified as NPAs, the
exact position would be known only in
December after the expiry of the moratorium on August 31. But there is an
urgent need to recapitalise the banks —
both PSBs and PVBs — for building
stronger buffers for them to be able to
absorb the losses.
The recapitalisation bond route by
which the Government issues bonds to
the banks, which promptly invest them

in Government securities, is nothing
more than an accounting trick. Apart
from increasing the Government’s
interest liabilities, it rarely addresses the
deeper structural problems of the
banks.
While the GNPA ratio of PSBs may
increase to 15.2 per cent under the baseline scenario (16.3 per cent under the
worst-case scenario), the ratios of the
PVBs and even the foreign banks are
likely to increase to 7.3 per cent and 3.9
per cent, respectively. Erosion of the
capital will shrink the system-level
CRAR of the banking sector as a
whole from 14.6 per cent in March to
13.3 per cent by next March under the
baseline scenario and to 11.8 per cent
under severe stress conditions.
Five banks will fail to meet the minimum prescribed CRAR level of nine
per cent by March 2021 — five more
will be close (under 10 per cent) without merger or recapitalisation which
might increase their systemic resilience.
However, mergers of PSBs, now practically stalled because of the lockdown, have their own problems. The
NPAs of the State Bank of India (SBI)
worsened after its merger with associates two years ago, with write-offs and
persistent slippages eating into profit
and capital both, besides impeding the
growth of credit.
Other mergers — Bank of Baroda
(BoB) with Vijaya Bank and Dena Bank
and Punjab National Bank’s (PNBs)
1993 merger with the New Bank of
India also faced many problems. It is
unlikely that the current mergers of
healthy banks with weak banks will
improve the health of the banking system as a whole; in any case, they will
not cause any significant reduction of
the NPA ratios of the amalgamated
banks. Then there is the added danger

of spillover effects from the NPAs of
NBFCs, which are still unable to recover from the IL&FS shock of 2018. Bank
lending to NBFCs had increased dramatically from C3 lakh crore in
December 2016 post-demonetisation to
C8 lakh crore in May this year. Any
increase in their NPAs will automatically trigger a contagion, leading to further deterioration of the banking system. The gravity of the situation cannot be overemphasised.
The structural problems with the
recovery of bad loans have remained
unresolved even after operationalisation
of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC). Of the total claims of C3.52
lakh crore from 190 companies (till
December 2019), C1.52 lakh crore (43
per cent) has been recovered, which of
course was a significant improvement
over the earlier recovery rate of 10 per
cent. But only two cases — Bhushan
Steel and Essar Steel — accounted for
49.5 per cent of the overall recoveries.
Given the huge number of caseloads — 1,961 as of December 2019 —
and the time taken for disposal by the
National Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT), the system is already getting
clogged like never before. With low
credit offtake and higher NPAs, banks
will be forced to further lower the
deposit interest rates — already at the
rock-bottom — and drive depositors
towards the equity market or gold. This
is hardly a recipe for revival. The
Government and the RBI must urgently reassess the across-the-board moratorium policy and limit it only to the
hardest-hit, address the delays in IBC
resolution and not further alienate
and drive away the depositors.
(The writer is a former Director
General at the office of the CAG of India
and an academic.)
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>1455= ?0A0270
he roots of the concept of the
State lie in the political ideas formulated in ancient Greece and
the Roman Republic. Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle write of the
“polis” (the city State) as an ideal form
of association, in which the religious,
cultural, political and economic needs
of the citizens can be satisfied. The
ancient Roman idea of res publica is
more similar to the modern concept
of the State. The res publica was a legal
system, the jurisdiction of which
extended to all Roman citizens, securing their rights and determining their
responsibilities.
However, it wasn’t until the 16th
century that the modern concept of the

T

State fully emerged in Europe. Between
the 17th and 19th centuries, the idea
was expanded and developed in the
works of philosophers like John Locke,
Thomas Hobbes, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Jeremy Bentham and Karl
Marx. By the 19th century, the concept
of the State as we know it today, had
been practically established in various
regions of Europe.
According to the noted political
anthropologist Professor Irfan Ahmad,
till the 17th century, “the State governed by not governing.” Seldom did
it interfere in most affairs of its subjects. Its main interest was to extract
levies and taxes. Its administrative
scope was limited. The French philosopher, Michel Foucault, claimed that the
scope of the State began to expand
from the 16th century. The idea of the
State in non-Western regions was no
different. According to Irfan Ahmad,
the nature of the State in Muslimmajority regions and in regions being
ruled by Muslims was also static. It was
only interested in gathering taxes and
aiding the monarch and his vassals to

retain their wealth and power.
The State as we know it today, is
thus a comparatively recent construct
and a product of political and economic modernity. So what do concepts
such as “Islamic State” or “Riyasat-iMadina (State of Madina)” really
mean? Such terms are often used by
ideologues and politicians in Muslimmajority regions. The thinking behind
them is that Islam is inherently political and its sacred texts lay out a blueprint for a State run by laws prescribed
by Allah. Those who hold this view
insist that such a State came into being
with the arrival of Islam that actively
regulated every political, economic and
social aspect of the community.
Irfan Ahmad writes that till the
16th/17th century, the working of the
State, even in powerful Muslim
empires, was as limited as it was in
non-Muslim realms. He adds that the
idea of an Islamic State is actually not
more than a 100 years old. According
to the works of Egyptian scholars Ali
Abdel Raziq and Sa’id al-Ashmawi,
theologically, Islam treats faith and the

concept of State separately and, in fact,
puts more emphasis on faith and how
it can operate as a moral guide.
Ahmad writes, “to impose the modern concept of the State on 7th century Arab society is misleading.” Because
of infrastructural weaknesses, the
State could not have expanded its
scope beyond a handful of duties, even
if it wanted to.
The Syrian academic and historian Aziz Al-Azmeh, in a widely-debated 1990 essay Utopia and Islamic
Political Thought, demonstrates that
there is no political theory (about a
State) in classical Islamic political
thought. Fact is, those who insist that
there is, are simply projecting the modern concept of the State on ancient and
medieval Islamic polities, reimagining
these polities as Islamic states which
influenced almost every aspect of the
lives of their citizens. According to
Ahmad, such projections are the result
of ideas that first emerged in the early
20th century.
One of the pioneers in this respect
was the prolific South Asian ideologue

and Islamic scholar Abul Ala Maududi.
Ahmad writes that, as a young man,
Maududi was associated with The
Muslim, a daily that took an antiBritish, pro-Congress Party position
and promoted Muslim-Hindu unity
and a secular set-up in India. However,
after 1937, Maududi changed his
stance, especially when Jinnah’s
Muslim League began to press for a
separate Muslim-majority State.
Ahmad writes that all major political
players in British India had become
smitten by the concepts of the State and
nationalism introduced in the region
by the British colonialists. The Muslim
League began to speak about a Muslim
State, the Congress about a post-colonial secular Indian State and the
Leftists about a socialist State.
Rejecting all these concepts as
ungodly, Maududi came up with the
theory of Government of Allah or
Islamic State. He then set out to formulate a new political theology, by
interpreting Islamic scriptures in the
context of the State. In a 1941 essay, he
writes, “In reality, the classical Arabic

word deen approximately has the
same meaning which the word State
has in the contemporary age.” Noting
that the modern State regulates almost
every facet of people’s lives, he contemplated the creation of an Islamic State
that would regulate every aspect of its
citizens’ lives according to laws laid
down by the Islamic scriptures.
Maududi understood the Muslim
League as a secular Muslim nationalist organisation. So, to neutralise
Maududi’s criticism, Pakistan began to
borrow his ideas. Yet, Maududi’s own
party could not gain much traction
among voters. This was probably due
to the aforementioned ploy by the State
and, more so, because from the mid1970s, even non-religious parties
began to adopt ideas from Maududi
and fused them with their secular outlook. His ideas in this context reached
completion as an elaborate theory in
his 1979 magnum opus, Four
Fundamental Concepts of the Quran.
The theory suggested that an
Islamic State existed during the early
days of the faith because the sacred

scriptures were treated as an allencompassing political constitution
and that such a State fell away because
of corruption and needs to be re-enacted. Interestingly, this is the narrative
popularised by the Imran Khan
Government. Though Maududi’s thesis was inspired by largely European
ideas of the State, this does not bother those who take the revisionist historical claims of his theories as fact.
Ever since the 1980s, whenever
there are claims and promises made by
a variety of ideologues and leaders in
the Muslim world, about working
towards an Islamic State, it is assumed
that it is rooted in the workings of a
7th century Islamic realm. According
to Ahmad, objective history does not
support this. As Egyptian scholar
Nasr Abu Zayd says, “Religious scriptures are at the mercy of the ideology
of its interpreter. For a communist,
they would reveal communism, for a
fundamentalist they would be fundamentalist text, for a feminist it would
be a feminist text, and so on ...”
(Courtesy: Dawn)
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Washington: President Donald
Trump on Saturday signed
executive orders extending economic help to Americans hit by
the coronavirus crisis after his
Republican party and opposition Democrats failed to agree
on a new stimulus package.
"We've had it and we're
going to save American jobs
and provide relief to the
American workers," he said at
a press conference in his golf
club in Bedminster, New Jersey.
With double digit unemployment, massive disruption
to businesses from social distancing rules, and stubbornly
high rates of coronavirus infection, many Americans have
been relying on relief measures
approved earlier by Congress,
but which mostly expired in
July.
Trump said his decision to
circumvent Congress with
executive orders would mean
relief money getting "rapidly
distributed."
One order aims to get $400
a week added to unemployment benefits, while two others offer some protection from
evictions and relief for student
loans.

Colombo: Mahinda Rajapaksa
was sworn in on Sunday as Sri
Lanka's new prime minister at
a centuries-old Buddhist temple
after his party won a landslide
victory in parliamentary elections that allowed the influential family to consolidate power
for the next five years.
The 74-year-old former
president and Sri Lanka People's
Party (SLPP) leader was administered the oath of office by his
younger brother and President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa at a gathering of Buddhist monks, representatives of the diplomatic
community and other senior
officials.
"I am humbled by the
opportunity given to me to
serve my people again," he
tweeted soon after starting his
fourth innings as prime minister.
Mahinda Rajapaksa said
the trust bestowed on him by
the people will inspire him to
continue to serve the country.
The prime minister vowed that
he would ensure that Sri Lanka
would embark on a progressive
journey during his tenure.
Supporters of the SLPP lit
firecrackers to celebrate his

A fourth measure —
opposed by many Republicans
as well as Democrats — orders
a freeze in payroll taxes.
Trump, speaking in the
ballroom of his Bedminster,
New Jersey golf club with an
audience of club members
cheering him and laughing at
his colorful insults against
opponents, said he was also
working on new tax cut ideas.
However, his executive
orders are likely to face court
challenges, since they short-circuit Congress, which has constitutional power over most
spending decisions.
Democrats, Republicans
and White House negotiators
had worked all last week with-

out coming close to a deal on
a congressional relief bill.
Democrats pushed for a
massive new $3 trillion stimulus package aimed at propping
up the economy, repairing the
tattered postal system in time
for the presidential election,
and giving the unemployed an
extra $600 a week.
Democrats
later
announced they could drop the
price tag but refused the
Republicans' offer of a $1 trillion package.
Trump, who is down in the
polls against Democrat Joe
Biden, faces broad criticism
over his handling of the health
and economic responses to the
coronavirus pandemic. AFP

swearing-in as the 13th Prime
Minister at the Rajamaha
Viharaya in Kelaniya, a north
Colombo suburb, at the auspicious hour of 9:28 am local time.
The Rajamaha Viharaya,
also known as the Kelaniya
temple, dates back to 2,500
years. According to the website
of the temple, it has often been
associated with the rise and fall
of Sri Lanka.
The SLPP, led by Mahinda
and Gotabaya Rajapaksa, registered a landslide victory in the
August 5 general election, securing two-thirds majority in
Parliament needed to amend
the Constitution to further consolidate the powerful Rajapaksa
family's grip on power.
India's High Commissioner
to Sri Lanka Gopal Baglay on
Saturday became the first envoy
to congratulate the new prime
minister when he called on
Mahinda Rajapaksa.
Baglay recalled that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had
complimented the people and
Government of Sri Lanka on the
successful conduct of elections
and had acknowledged the
impressive electoral performance of the SLPP.
PTI
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Kabul: A traditional Afghan
council concluded Sunday with
hundreds of delegates agreeing
to free 400 Taliban members,
paving the way for an early start
to negotiations between
Afghanistan's warring sides.
The declaration read out in
both of Afghanistan's official
languages of Pashto and Farsi
calls for an immediate start to
negotiations and cease fire.
The move looks to bring the
United States a little closer to
returning its troops and ending
its longest military engagement.
No date has been set but
negotiations between Kabul's
political leadership and the
Taliban are expected to begin
as early as next week and will
most likely be held in the middle eastern state of Qatar, where
the Taliban maintains a political office.
The Afghan negotiations
were laid out in a peace deal
signed by the United States and
the Taliban in February. At the
time of its signing it was touted as Afghanistan's best chance

at ending decades of war.
Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani praised delegates for
their decision, urged the
Taliban to stop fighting.
Taliban
political
spokesman Suhail Shaheen said
the decision “was a good step,
a positive step.” He said negotiations could start within one
week of their prisoners being
freed.
As for a cease fire, Shaheen
said the Taliban was committed to the deal it struck with the
United States and according to
that deal “the cease fire will be
one of the items to be discussed
during the intra-Afghan negotiations."
The council's decision to
free the prisoners does not
come as a surprise as delegates
were urged by the US at the
start of the council, or jirga, on
Friday to take “this difficult
action” so negotiations could
begin to bring an end to the
war.
“To remove obstacle, to
start peace talks and to stop the
bloodshed, the Jirga confirms

the release of 400 Taliban prisoners,” said Atefa Tayeb, a
council secretary who read out
the final declaration at the
conclusion.
The deal negotiated
between the United States and
Taliban calls for the government to free 5,000 prisoners
and for the Taliban to free 1,000
government and military personnel in its custody as a goodwill gesture ahead of the start
of negotiations.
Kabul balked at the release
but eventually freed all but the
last 400. President Ghani said
he was not authorized to free
these because of the seriousness
of their crimes, and asked for
the council to decide instead.
He did not detail of what the
400 were accused.
Delegates were therefore
given the stark choice of either
freeing the prisoners or seeing
a war that has killed tens of
thousands continue. The delegates said they wanted international guarantees that the
Taliban would not return to the
battlefield.

Washington's Peace envoy
Zalmay Khalilzad spent more
than a year and a half negotiating the deal with the Taliban
to provide for the withdrawal
of American soldiers after more
than 19 years in Afghanistan.
The withdrawal began earlier this year but roughly 8,600
US soldiers remain in
Afghanistan and their return

will depend on the Taliban
honoring its commitment to
fight against other terrorist
groups and ensure Afghanistan
is not again used to attack the
United States or its allies.
The withdrawal of US and
NATO troops is not dependent
on the success of negotiations
between Kabul's political leadership and the Taliban. AP
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Islamabad: Pakistan on Sunday
welcomed A traditional Afghan
council's recommendation to
release the remaining 400
Taliban members, expressing
hope that the move will help in
an early start to negotiations
between Afghanistan's warring
sides.
The traditional Afghan
council concluded Sunday with
hundreds of delegates agreeing
to free 400 Taliban members.
"We hope that with the
implementation of this step

relating to the prisoners' release,
as envisaged in the US-Taliban
Peace Agreement, the intraAfghan negotiations will commence at the earliest,” the
Foreign Office (FO) said in a
statement. The deal negotiated
between the US and Taliban
calls for the government to
free 5,000 prisoners and for the
Taliban to free 1,000 government and military personnel in
its custody as a goodwill gesture
ahead of the start of negotiations.
PTI
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elarusians are voting on
whether to grant their
B
authoritarian president a sixth
term in office, following a campaign marked by unusually
strong demonstrations by opposition supporters frustrated with
the country's stumbling economy, political repression and
weak response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Incumbent Alexander
Lukashenko, in office for 26
years, has made it clear he
won't hesitate to quash any
attempt by his opponents to
protest the results of Sunday's
election.
“If you provoke, you will get
the same answer,” he said after
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Wellington: New Zealand on
Sunday marked 100 days since
it stamped out the spread of the
coronavirus, a rare bright spot
in a world that continues to be
ravaged by the disease.
Life has returned to normal for many people in the
South Pacific nation of 5 million, as they attend rugby
games at packed stadiums and
sit down in bars and restaurants without the fear of getting
infected. But some worry the
country may be getting complacent and not preparing well
enough for any future outbreaks.
New Zealand got rid of the
virus by imposing a strict lockdown in late March when only
about 100 people had tested
positive for the disease. That
stopped its spread.
AP

casting his ballot.
“Do you want to try to overthrow the government, break
something, wound, offend, and
expect me or someone to kneel
in front of you and kiss them
and the sand onto which you
wandered? This will not happen.” But some voters were
defiant.
“There is no more fear.
Belarusians will not be silent
and will protest loudly," 24-yearold Tatiana Protasevich said at
a Minsk polling place Sunday.
The head of staff for main
opposition candidate Sviatlana
Tsikhanouskaya was detained
late Saturday for allegedly participating in authorized protests
and is likely to be in jail until at
least Monday.

Taipei: US Health and Human
Services Secretary Alex Azar
arrived in Taiwan on Sunday in
the highest-level visit by an
American Cabinet official since
the break in formal diplomatic
relations
between
Washington and Taipei in 1979.
Beijing has already protested Azar's visit as a betrayal of
US commitments not to have
official contact with the island.
China claims Taiwan as its own
territory, to be brought under
its control by military force if
necessary.
Azar is due to meet with
the island's independence-leaning President Tsai Ing-wen
along with health officials during a three-day visit aimed at
highlighting cooperation in the
fight against the coronavirus.
Taiwan's government-run
health care system has been
credited with keeping the
number of coronavirus cases to
under 500 with just seven
deaths, despite its close proximity to China where the virus
originated.
China sees Taiwan as a key
irritant in its troubled relationship with Washington,
with whom it is also at odds
over trade, technology, the
South China Sea and China's

response to the virus pandemic.
The US maintains only
unofficial ties with Taiwan in
deference to Beijing, but is the
island's most important ally
and provider of defence equipment.
Azar is the first health
secretary to visit Taiwan and
the first Cabinet member to
visit in six years. In 2014,
then-Environmental
Protection Agency administrator Gina McCarthy visited
Taiwan, sparking protests from
Beijing.
Azar's office said he
will hold discussions
on COVID-19, global health
and Taiwan's role as a
supplier of medical equipment
and technology Azar's visit
was facilitated by the 2018
passage of the Taiwan Travel
Act, which encouraged
Washington to send higherlevel officials to Taiwan after
decades during which such
contacts were rare and freighted with safeguards to avoid
roiling ties with Beijing.
China has cut contacts
with Tsai over her refusal to
recognise China's claim to the
island and has brought increasing diplomatic, economic and
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Beirut: Lebanon's information
minister resigned on Sunday as
the country grapples with the
aftermath of the devastating
blast that ripped through the
capital and raised public anger
to new levels.
The resignation comes
comes after a night of demonstrations against the ruling elite,
blamed for the chronic mismanagement and corruption
that is believed to be behind the
explosion in a Beirut Port
warehouse.
Hundreds of tons of highly explosive material were
stored in the waterfront hangar,
and the blast sent a shock wave
that killed at least 160 people,
wounded nearly 6,000 and
defaced the coastline of Beirut
— destroying hundreds of
buildings.
Manal Abdel-Samad said in
her resignation letter that
change remained “elusive” and

she regrets failing to fulfill the
aspirations of the Lebanese
people.
Her resignation comes as
about half a dozen lawmakers
offered their resignation in
protest over government performance. Local media also
reported that another minister,
and a close advisor to Prime
Minister Hassan Diab, was also
expected to resign.
Diab met with his Cabinet
reportedly to discuss the resignations Sunday, but there were
no comments after the meeting.
“Given the magnitude of
the catastrophe caused by the
Beirut earthquake that shook
the nation and hurt our hearts
and minds, and in respect for
the martyrs, and the pains of
the wounded, missing and displaced, and in response to the
public will for change, I resign
from the government," AbdelSamad wrote.
AP

military pressure against her,
including by poaching away
several of its remaining diplomatic allies and excluding it
from international gatherings
including the World Health
Assembly.
That, in turn, has increased
already considerable bipartisan
sympathy for Taipei in
Washington and prompted
new measures to strengthen
governmental and military
ties.
Also Sunday, Taiwanese
Foreign Minister Joseph Wu
met with the first representative of Somaliland to the island
ahead of the territory's opening of a representative office in
Taipei.
Wu earlier tweeted that
Mohamed Omar Hagi
Mohamoud had “braved
Chinese pressure” — a reference to reports that China
had sought to block relations
between Taiwan and the region
on the Horn of Africa that
broke from the rest of Somalia
but is not recognized by the
United Nations as an independent country.
“The fact 'sovereignty &
friendship aren't for sale'
deserves international recognition,” Wu tweeted.
AP
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Portland (US): A fire inside a
police union building led
authorities in Portland,
Oregon, to declare a riot and
force protesters away from the
offices as violent demonstrations continue in the city that
had hoped for calm after federal agents withdrew more
than a week ago.
A group of demonstrators
broke into the Portland Police
Association building, set the
fire and were adding to it
when officers made the riot
declaration late Saturday, police
tweeted. Video shot by a journalist shows smoke and flames
arising from inside the building.
Several hundred people had
gathered outside the offices,
which are located about 5 miles
(8 kilometers) north of the federal courthouse that had been
the target of nightly violence
earlier this summer.
AP
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Jerusalem: Thousands of Israelis
rallied outside Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu's residence in Jerusalem on Saturday
as anger mounted over corrup-

tion allegations and his handling
of the coronavirus crisis. "Your
time is up", read the giant letters
projected on to a building at the
protest site, as demonstrators

waved Israeli flags and called on
Netanyahu to resign over what
they say is his failure to protect
jobs and businesses affected by
the pandemic.
AFP

Skopje (North Macedonia): Police in North
Macedonia say they have found 94 migrants
packed into a truck in a the country's southeast.
A police patrol stopped the truck with
Macedonian national license plates late Saturday
near the town of Radovish, 110 kilometers (68
miles) southeast of the capital, Skopje. The truck
driver fled from the scene, police said Sunday.
Police found 94 migrants from Syria,
Afghanistan, Iraq and Pakistan packed into the
truck cargo area.
The migrants were detained and will be transferred to a migrant shelter in the southern border town of Gevgelija, pending deportation to
Greece, where they came from.
The Greek border with North Macedonia was
closed earlier this year due to the coronavirus
pandemic.
But trafficking networks remain active, ferrying migrants who make their way from Turkey
into Greece and then attempt to head north
toward more prosperous countries in the
European Union.
AP

Rome: With confirmed coronavirus cases in the
US hitting 5 million Sunday, by far the highest
of any country, the failure of the most powerful nation in the world to contain the scourge
has been met with astonishment and alarm in
Europe.
Perhaps nowhere outside the US is
America's bungled virus response viewed with
more consternation than in Italy, which was
ground zero of Europe's epidemic. Italians were
unprepared when the outbreak exploded in
February, and the country still has one of the
world's highest official death tolls at 35,000.
But after a strict nationwide, 10-week
lockdown, vigilant tracing of new clusters and
general acceptance of mask mandates and social
distancing, Italy has become a model of virus
containment.
“Don't they care about their health?” a
mask-clad Patrizia Antonini asked about people in the United States as she walked with
friends along the banks of Lake Bracciano, north
of Rome.
AP
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Tokyo: The Japanese city of
Nagasaki on Sunday marked its
75th anniversary of the US
atomic bombing, with the mayor
and dwindling survivors urging
world leaders including their
own to do more for a nuclear
weapons ban.
At 11:02 am, the moment
the B-29 bomber Bockscar
dropped a 4.5-ton (10,000pound) plutonium bomb
dubbed “Fat Man,” Nagasaki
survivors and other participants
stood in a minute of silence to
honor more than 70,000 dead.
The August 9, 1945, bombing came three days after the
United States dropped its first
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, the
world's first ever nuclear attack
that killed 140,000. On August
15, Japan surrendered, ending
World War II.
At the event at Nagasaki
Peace Park, scaled down because

of the coronavirus pandemic,
Mayor Tomihisa Taue read a
peace declaration in which he
raised concern that nuclear
states had in recent years retreated from disarmament efforts.
Instead, they are upgrading
and miniaturizing nuclear
weapons for easier use, he said.
Taue singled out the US and
Russia for increasing risks by

scrapping the IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces Treaty.
“As a result, the threat of
nuclear weapons being used is
increasingly becoming real,”
Taue said. Noting that the
Nuclear Proliferation Treaty
entered into force 50 years ago,
Taue urged the US and Russia to
show a (asterisk)workable
way(asterisk) towards their

nuclear disarmament at the
NPT review process next year.
He said that “the true horror of nuclear weapons has not
yet been adequately conveyed to
the world at large” despite struggle and efforts by hibakusha, or
atomic bombing survivors, to
make Nagasaki the last place of
the tragedy.
He also urged Japan's government and lawmakers to
quickly sign the 2017 Treaty on
the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons.
After taking part in the ceremony, Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe criticized the treaty for not
being realistic. None of the
nuclear states has joined, and it
is not widely supported even by
non-nuclear states, he said.
“The Treaty on the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
was adopted without taking
into consideration the reality of

the harsh national security environment,” Abe said at a news
conference.
“I must say the treaty is different from Japan's position and
approach" even though they
share the same goal of abolishing nuclear weapons, he said.
Abe has repeatedly refused
to sign the treaty. He reiterated
that Japan's approach is not to
take sides but to serve as a bridge
between nuclear and nonnuclear states to encourage dialogue to achieve a total nuclear
ban. Survivors and pacifist
groups say Japan is virtually siding with the US and other
nuclear states.
Abe cited “severe national
security environment and a
wide gap between the two sides
on nuclear disarmament.” He
also noted Japan faces threats of
development and modernization of nuclear weapons from

“neighboring countries in the
region.” Taue, who spoke before
Abe, disagreed, saying: “Among
the nuclear-weapon states and
countries under the nuclear
umbrella, there have been voices stating that it is too early for
such a treaty. That is not so.
Nuclear arms reductions are
far too late in coming.”
While Tokyo renounces its
own possession, production or
hosting of nuclear weapons, as
a US ally Japan hosts 50,000
American troops and is protected by the US nuclear umbrella. The post-WWII security
arrangement complicates the
push to get Japan to sign the
treaty as it beefs up its own military to deal with threats from
North Korea and China, among
others. An aging group of survivors have expressed a growing
sense of urgency to tell their stories, in hopes of reaching

younger generations to continue their effort toward establishing a nuclear-free world.
“There is not much time left
for us survivors,” said Shigemi
Fukabori, 89. He was a 14year-old student mobilized to
work at a shipyard when
Nagasaki was bombed.
“I'm determined to keep
telling my story so that Nagasaki
will be the last place on Earth to
have suffered an atomic attack.”
Fukabori, who almost
instantly lost four siblings, said
he never forgets the pile of
charred bodies, bombed-out
street cars and the badly injured
desperately asking for help and
water as he rushed back to his
house in the back of the
Urakami Cathedral, which was
also nearly destroyed.
“We don't want anyone else
to have to go through this," he
said.
AP
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sia Pacific, which accounts
for a third of the global
A
migrant workforce, is likely to
face remittance losses of USD
31.4-54.3 billion due to the
coronavirus pandemic, the
Asian Development Bank
(ADB) said in a report.
The Governments
need to come up with policy
measures to reduce the economic and social fallout arising
out of it, the ADB said.
Job losses stemming from
Covid-19 are hurting households around the world, but for
Asia and the Pacific’s 91 million
migrant workers — a third of
the global migrant workforce
— the impacts will be particularly severe, the ADB said in
August 2020 brief on ‘COVID19 Impact on International

Migration, Remittances, and
Recipient Households in
Developing Asia. “ADB economists estimate that the region
faces remittance losses ranging
from USD 31.4 billion to USD
54.3 billion. To reduce the economic and social impacts, policy responses are proposed in
areas such as social protection,
immigration, labour, and
health,” it said. In 2019, six of
the 10 largest remittance recipients globally were from this
region-India, China, the
Philippines,
Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Vietnam, the
Manila-headquartered multilateral funding agency said.
The countries likely to face
more severe effects from the
pandemic-induced decline in
remittance inflows are the ones
where remittance shares to
gross domestic product (GDP)

and per capita remittances are
high.
These include Tonga,
Samoa, and other Pacific countries, with remittances relative
to the size of their economies
and populations very high.
Central Asian countries
such as Georgia, the Kyrgyz
Republic, and Tajikistan, sending a large number of seasonal and long-term migrants
mainly to the Russian
Federation and Europe, will
also be hard-hit, along with
some of the major migrant origin countries such as Nepal and
the Philippines, it added.
Remittances to Asia and
the Pacific, amounting to USD
315 billion in 2019, are an
important and stable source of
income for families back home
and help strengthen external
financing—alongside foreign

direct investment and tourism
recipients— in many developing economies, said the report
penned by four ADB economists.They boost general consumption as well as investment
and help sustain Government
debts by contributing to the
foreign currency revenue base,
said the economists.
Jobs and worker welfare
are severely affected by the pandemic globally but some sectors are hurt more than others
such as retail and wholesale
trade, hospitality and recreation, manufacturing, and
accommodation and food service sectors.
These are the sectors largely in non-essential services
with frequent face-to-face
interactions and the migrant
and informal workers are
among those facing the most

severe impacts, as they often do
not have regular contracts nor
strong bargaining power, said
the report. “Migrant workers
are more vulnerable from layoffs once prolonged lockdowns
and production breaks drive
companies out of business.
Also, uncertainty looms
about the timing of full recovery, even as lockdowns are
lifted, with concerns about
persistent weak demand in
some economic sectors.
“The wide-scale economic
cost of the COVID-19 pandemic is expected to reach
between USD 5.8 trillion and
USD 8.8 trillion globally, equivalent to 6.4 per cent to 9.7 per
cent of global GDP, reflecting
the spread of the pandemic to
Europe, the United States, and
other major economies,” said
the report. The ADB said that

employment in host economies
of Asian migrants is contracting significantly.
“The remittance flows to
developing Asia is to plunge
amid the pandemic as during
the first months 2020, remittances began to contract in
major migrant source countries...While some migrant
workers may feel altruistic and
send more money to their
families in extremely difficult
situations, prevailing weak economic forecasts are pointing
toward declining remittances.”
However, relative increase in
remittance inflows is observed
in June in selected countries
which can be attributed to lifting of lockdowns in destinations that allowed migrants to
remit over the counter and
introduction of policy measures that incentivise transfer

by reducing restrictions and
transaction fees, the ADB said.
Citing a study of 10
migrant sending countries in
Asia, the ADB said remittance
dependent households are at
risk of falling into poverty, as
it is estimated that a 1 percentage increase in the share to
GDP to remittances inflow
from overseas is associated
with a reduction in poverty gap
by 22.6 per cent and poverty
severity by 16 per cent.
A study based on microdata from selected economies
in South Asia and Southeast
Asia suggests that a 10 per cent
increase in remittance inflows
leads to a 3–4 per cent rise in
real GDP per capita, it said.
Recommending policy
actions to the host and source
countries, ADB economists
said governments of host coun-

tries of migrants need to ensure
that migrant workers have
access to social protection,
including employment-related support and social assistance, as well as health services.
They should support employers to help retain and hire
laid-off workers, including
migrant workers.
Such effort contributes to
the smooth recovery of the
economy by ensuring workforce availability and the reduction of contagion risks, said the
report. Among others, the host
and source countries should
continue to recognise remittance service providers as one
of the essential businesses to
allow migrants and families to
transact without disruption as
remittance money is a lifeline
for many poor and vulnerable
families left behind.
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RAI expects to finalise its
decision on priority plans
T
of Vodafone Idea and Airtel
within two weeks of getting
detailed responses on its
queries from the two telcos,
according to a regulatory
source.
The source said that
while TRAI had “serious concerns” on multiple issues pertaining to the priority plans, it
had granted additional time up
to August 10 to the two telcos
to respond to its fresh round of
questioning, as the players
themselves had sought more
time to reply.
Telecom Regulator y
Authority of India (TRAI) is
probing whether assuring minimum, faster or average data
speeds is technological feasible
or not.
And indeed, if it is, why
should telecom operators offering priority/platinum plans not
be able to quantify the same,
and clear the air around treatment that will be meted out
non-premium customers as
well, the source privy to the
ongoing enquiry said.
Telcos must clearly quantify the benefits being offered
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to consumers (of the priority
plans) in return for what they
are being charged. Subscription
to a mobile plan is akin to a
‘sale’ where consumer is the
purchaser of the service and
hence the telcos “must quantify” exactly what services such
users are going to get.
Merely using the term
‘better service’ is not suffice, the
source said.
Asked about the timelines
for TRAI to come to a conclusion on the ongoing issue, the
source said that the two telcos
themselves had asked for some
more time earlier this month to
answer TRAI’s second round of
queries, many of which were
technical in nature and needed concrete data.
TRAI will finalise its
decision on priority plan issue
within two weeks of getting

response from the telcos, the
extended time for which is
Monday (August 10), the
source said.
Service quality must be
specified for two sets of users
now -- priority and general
users, and that information
too has not been given by the
companies, so far, the source
added.
Moreover, when the plans
were filed, the operators should
have drawn the regulator’s
attention to the fact that these
represented differentiated
offerings.
TRAI had recently granted additional time to Bharti
Airtel and Vodafone Idea to
submit detailed responses on
fresh set of questions on premium plans, where queries
range from what happens when
a non-priority customer is surrounded by priority users during congestion, to limit of
throughput configured for the
two sets of network subscribers.
TRAI shot-off nearly
two dozen additional questions to Airtel and Vodafone
Idea over the contentious premium plans on July 31, and had
asked them to explain their
stand backed by data and presentation.
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ndian Railways is committed
to integrate with the
IGovernment
e-marketplace
(GeM) portal to move all its
procurement to the platform,
Union Minister Piyush Goyal
said on Sunday.
The railways’ direct procurement of goods for its operations or its public sector
undertakings or production
units stood at about C70,000
crore-C75,000 crore, the
Commerce and Industry and
Railways Minister said.
“I am happy to share that
GeM and Indian Railways are
burning the midnight oil,
working day and night to
ensure this entire C70,000 crore
procurement on the GeM platform,” Goyal said at the GeMCII
National
Public
Procurement Conclave 2020.
“Our own belief is that it
will save railways not less than
10-15 per cent and that could
be a saving of as high as
C10,000 crore,” he added.
Railways buys more than 98
per cent of its goods and services in India and moving this
purchase to the GeM platform
in the next “probably 8-12

months” will help in making
procurement process more
transparent, seamless, efficient
and faster, Goyal said.
“The railways has committed itself fully to integrate
with GeM and move all procurement
there
(GeM)...Imagine we will save
1000s and 1000s of man hours
of procurement time.
“The amount of elaborate
tendering, advertisements, bids,
bids opening, reverse auction,
all of that become so seamless
that our digital system of the
railways will flag the requirement on the GeM portal, and
it will be available for the
whole world to see and more
and more people will be enticed
to register on GeM as suppliers,” Goyal said.
He added that if any supplier or vendor provides bad
quality goods, it will be black
listed not only on GeM, but
throughout the government
system.
“We will ensure that the
entire government system does
not entertain that company
anymore,” he said, adding that
at a later stage, GeM will move
from goods and services to
contracts.

The minister said the government’s public procurement
would be in the range of USD
100-150 billion (about C7.5
lakh crore-C11.25 lakh crore),
and probably more if one combines all the PSUs, state government and local bodies.
He said GeM should play
a role in publicising all those
products which are not made
in India, but are required in
India in a big way so that “we
can encourage” entrepreneurs
to plan to make those products
in India, as is being done by
railways. He said railways has
identified the products which
are imported and is working
through RDSO (Research
Design and Standards
Organisation) to develop new
vendors for those products.
“We have taken certain
game changing reform measures in railway vendor registration also. Number of products have been moved out of
vendor registration.
“So mostly safety items are
being kept for vendor registration...If you are registered in
any one organisation, you are
deemed to be Sregistered
throughout the railways,” he
said.
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New Delhi: On the anniversary
of Quit India Movement, the
Confederation of all India
Traders (CAIT) on Sunday
launched a campaign ‘China
Quit India’ to boycott Chinese
goods, while its members held
protests across 600 places
across the country.
The trader’s body said
there is an urgent need to
check “China’s growing footsteps in India and import of
Chinese goods”.Adding a new
dimension to its nationwide
campaign “Bhartiya SaamaanHamara Abhimaan”, CAIT said
it has launched ‘China Quit
India’ movement to boycott

Chinese goods and “held a
protest dharna at about 600
places in different states of the
country.”Expressing concerns
over Chinese investment in
various Indian companies,
start-ups and digital apps,
CAIT said there is a need to
take necessary action in this
regard. It said that Chinese
investments in Government
projects and various sensitive
construction works should be
put under government scanner.
On the 78th anniversary of
Quit India Movement, it said
people across the country had
come together under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi to

protest against the British Raj.
While releasing the agenda of the ‘China Quit India
campaign’, CAIT Secretary
General Praveen Khandelwal
“urged the central government
to carry out an all-round siege
of China and its activities in
India”.“Several Chinese companies have made large investments in Indian startups in sizable numbers, all such startups
should be asked to exclude
Chinese investors and the government should announce a
lucrative policy to encourage
Indian people to invest in these
startups,” he said.
PTI
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he dates for submission of
bids For online auction of
coal blocks for commercial
mining could be further
extended due to disruptions
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, sources said on Sunday.
The Centre had earlier extended the dates for submission of technical bids.
According to the revised schedule, the last date for submitting
a technical bid is 2 pm of
September 29, and e- auction
would be carried out for qualified bidders between October
19 and November 9.
However, the sources said
further extension is likely to be
sought by investors, keeping in
mind the COVID-19 restictions on travel and movement.
“We are not sure whether
this extension will be enough
for bidders to complete evaluation and feasibility studies,
which have to be conducted
with rigorous on-ground data
and inputs
. If needed, fresh extension
would be sought,” a senior
official of a large corporate bidder told PTI.

nergy giant Saudi Aramco
has reported a 73 per cent
fall in its profit, or the net
income, for the April-June
quarter to $6.6 billion amid the
pandemic.
During the same period of
2019, the company had reported a net income of $24.7 billion.
For the first half of 2020, it has
reported a net income of $23.2
billion, compared to $46.9 billion reported during the corresponding period a year ago,
the company said in a statement.
“Aramco navigated challenging market conditions to
record net income of $6.6 billion for the second quarter and
$23.2 billion for the first half of
2020, respectively, compared to
$24.7 billion and $46.9 billion
in the corresponding periods of
2019.
This
demonstrates
Aramco’s agility, strength and
resilience across market cycles,”
it said.
Noting that strong headwinds from reduced demand

E

and lower oil prices reflected in
the company’s second quarter
results, Aramco President &
CEO Amin H.
Nasser said that the company foresees a partial recovery
in the energy market as
economies open up.
“We are seeing a partial
recovery in the energy market
as countries around the world
take steps to ease restrictions
and reboot their economies.
Meanwhile, we continue to
place people’s safety first and
have adapted to the new normal, implementing wide-ranging precautions to limit the
spread of Covid-19 wherever
we operate,” the CEO said.
He noted that despite the
challenges, the company delivered “solid earnings” because of
low production costs, unique
scale, agile workforce, and
unrivalled financial and operational strength.
This helped the company
to deliver on its plan to maintain a second quarter dividend of $18.75 billion to be
paid in the third quarter, Nasser
added.
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adjudication by tax authorities,
if requested for by the relevant
taxpayers,” it added.
In May, the Govt amended Income Tax rules to state that
Indian authorities would
“endeavour” to resolve disputes
under MAP within a timeframe of 24 months, a move
aimed at speedy settlement of
cases of MNCs which have
opted the alternative dispute resolution process. Nangia & Co
LLP Partner Shailesh Kumar
said Indian tax authorities have
apparently shown their intention to provide a speedy resolution to taxpayers opting for
MAP by appointment of two
dedicated offices for taking up
MAP applications and negotiations.

under MAP if they result in
taxation not in accordance
with the relevant DTAAs.
The guidance note also said
that India shall provide access to
MAP even in a situation where
the Indian tax authorities apply
domestic anti-abuse provisions.
The CBDT also said that in case
of orders of Income Tax
Appellate Tribunal, the
Competent Authorities of India
shall not deviate from the orders
of the ITAT for the relevant year
where the dispute is decided on
merits.It said that since MAP
and domestic remedy proceedings can be availed by the
taxpayers simultaneously, there
could be instances where the
ITAT in India passes an order
in respect of the same disputes

that are also being examined
under MAP. “Since the ITAT
is an independent statutory
appellate body, which is outside
the administrative jurisdiction
of the Indian tax authorities;
and is the highest fact-finding
body on tax matters, the CAs
in India shall not deviate from
the orders of the ITAT for the
relevant year where the dispute
is decided on merits,” the
CBDT guidance note said.
Such MAP cases shall be
closed as having been resolved
by a domestic remedy.
“However, if the order
of the ITAT does not resolve
the disputes but only sets them
aside to be adjudicated afresh,
then access to MAP would be
provided again after the fresh
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he number of British companies planning to cut staff
T
numbers in June was five times
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ndian authorities will not
deviate from the resolution
Iorder
passed by statutory
appellate body ITAT in crossborder tax disputes which are
undergoing simultaneous resolution through mutual agreement procedure (MAP), the
income tax department has
said.
MAP is an alternative dispute resolution process under
the tax treaties, under which

tate-run BSNL will start
offering up to 10 times faster
Sbroadband
speed at 100 mbps
and up to 20 times more data
download limit for its customers in Andaman and
Nicobar Islands from Monday,
the company said on Sunday.
The announcement from
BSNL comes a day before the
launch of 2,312 kilometre long
Chennai-Andaman
and
Nicobar Islands (CANI) submarine optical fibre cable project by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
“Despite many challenges
the project is completed in a
scheduled timeline and without
any cost overrun. Being a first
of its kind project in India,
BSNL ensured that the laying
of submarine optical fibre cable
is completed as per global
specification to ensure quality,”
BSNL chairman and managing
director P K Purwar said.
BSNL will enhance data
speeds across all the plans
between 2-10 times after the
launch of the project without
charging any extra amount

competent authorities of two
countries enter into discussions to resolve tax related disputes. As many as 600 tax disputes have been resolved under
MAP between April 1, 2014 to
December 31, 2018.
The Central Board of
Direct Taxes has come out with
a guidance note on MAP which
also specifies cases or situations
in which India will provide
access to MAP. Tax disputes
relating to transfer pricing
adjustments, determination of
existence of a permanent establishment, attribution of profits to
permanent establishments, characterisation or re-characterisation of an expense or receipt as
a taxable expense or taxable
income would be covered

from the customers, according
to details shared by the company.
“For BSNL wire line segment, copper broadband customers are now provided with
higher speeds which is up to
10Mbps and up to 15 times
more data download ranging
from 30 GB to 750 GB in a
month on its existing plans,” the
statement said.
The data speed restriction after the download limit,
will also be enhanced from 512
kbps to up to 2 Mbps in various plans, it added.
“BSNL FTTH (Optical
Fibre) customers are also provided with higher speed up to
100 Mbps and up to 15 times
data volume download ranging
from 60 GB to 1500 GB in a
month on its existing plans.
The data speed restriction after
the download limit, is also
enhanced from 512 kbps to up
to 4 Mbps in various plans,” the
statement said. BSNL customers who have subscribed to
the high end plan of C7,999 will
be upgraded from 10 mbps
speed to 100 mbps download
speed.
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higher than in the same month
a year earlier, in an ominous
sign of Covid-19’s economic
impact.
Figures obtained by the
BBC show that 1,778 companies informed the Government
of plans to cut a total of 139,000
jobs.
A year earlier the figure
was 345 companies announcing a total of 24,000 job losses.Businesses are required to
inform the Insolvency Service
if they plan to cut 20 or more
jobs.
During the pandemic the
government has been paying
the salaries of almost 10 million
furloughed
workers.
Economists are predicting a
surge in unemployment when
that program ends in October.
The U.K. Economy shrank
by more than 20 per cent in the
first half of 2020, and despite
some signs of recovery the
Bank of England says the economy will end 2020 9.5 per cent
smaller than it started the
year.
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espite several businesses
remaining closed during
D
the lockdown, 81 per cent of
micro enterprises polled are
confident of a recovery post
Covid-19 whereas 57 per cent
reported not having any cash
reserves to survive, according
to a survey.
Initial results of a sixmonth survey that is underway
by GAME (Global Alliance for
Mass Entrepreneurship) in
association with LEAD at Krea
University covering 1,500
micro enterprises also reveal
that 40 per cent tried to borrow
money to cover expenses.
However, only 14 per
cent of the overall borrowing
was from formal borrowing
sources.
As per the revised criteria, any firm with investment
up to Rs 1 crore and turnover
under Rs 5 crore is classified as
a “micro” enterprise.
Madan Padaki, cofounder of GAME, said
COVID-19 has left a devastat-

ing impact on the Indian economy, especially micro-enterprises that comprise around 99
per cent of all firms in India.
“Through this longitudinal survey, we intend to
truly understand the onground situation and challenges faced by microenterprises in managing cash flows,
dealing with broken supply
chains and delayed payments.
By keeping our ears to the
ground, we want to provide
specific recommendations to all
ecosystem actors to accelerate
the recovery of these enterprises,” Padaki said.
The survey also revealed
that across all respondents,
female business owners faced
more household challenges
than men.
In fact, 70 per cent female
business owners suggested inter
house conflicts as the biggest
challenge while 53 per cent
men responded to the same.
Women also faced more unaffordable expenses than men,
with 46 per cent suggesting the
same, the survey said. PTI
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ith the COVID-19 pandemic,
everyone is compelled to
acknowledge the fact that
things cannot function the way they
used to anymore. As a part of the business community, society and the larger ecosystem, the need to learn to adapt
to the new normal has become a necessity. Studies reveal how workplace conducts can be modified and regulated as
per the changing requirements as the
lockdown is gradually being lifted up.
A survey by Pulse studied the key
competencies to survive the current
pandemic. Its second survey focussed on
the priorities and policies HR functions
should adopt to help organisations and
employees navigate through the current
crisis. The third survey now focusses on
the relevance of POSH Act and Policy
(The Sexual Harassment of Women at
Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition
and Redressal) Act, 2013) in the new
normal considering the emerging current realities that have surfaced.
It lists these top priorities for organisations to look at while evaluating the
relevance of POSH Act and Policy
while redesigning and reshaping their
work culture and employee behaviour.
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MODIFYING THE POLICY FOR
REMOTE WORKING
As the workforce continues to adapt
to the changing needs of their work
environment and undergo dramatic
shift in workplace dynamics, organisations should constantly re-look and
refresh their frameworks, practices,
processes and policies for workplace
safety.
Thus, an important aspect to workplace safety is that the POSH policy
should be modified to meet the needs
of remote or virtual working. During
work from home (WFH), the need for
POSH training has become a pressing
requirement as per the data in the survey.
REDRESSAL OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE DURING WFH
Emerging dimensions of workplace
conduct and safety are equally important. This period of lockdown has led
to a staggering increase in domestic violence cases in India and globally. With
social distancing in place, several people are unable to contact or seek help
from their regular support system.
Taking this into account, Twitter India
has also launched search prompts to
help domestic violence victims. Thus,
with the merging of workplace and personal space, there is a need to keep safety of employees under check.
The policy says that the workplace
covers both organised and unorganised
sectors and includes any offsite, gettogethers, or any place that comes
under the ambit of work-related relationship. Therefore, the need to safeguard the physical and mental safety of
an employee within the new normal
with a shift in the work space, work safety must continue to be a top priority for
companies.
FO CUS ON LGBTQ-REL ATED
HARASSMENT
While some companies have made
the POSH policy gender-neutral, a
need for the POSH Act to be made into
a gender-neutral act by law has also
emerged. This indicates the need for
LGBTQ-related harassment to be taken
into consideration while reviewing the
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policy in offices to ensure safety is not
a privilege limited to a few within the
workforce.
CYBER BULLYING OR VIRTUAL
HARASSMENT
The need for HR leaders to review
complex scenarios under the POSH Act
has become a pressing need. We are
connected virtually for long hours
when it comes to work life as lines
between professional and personal
space have blurred.
Emerging challenges have also surfaced with virtual connectivity becoming a part of our everyday work that
needs to be addressed. As per Gartner,
by 2030, demand for remote working
will increase by 30 per cent with “Gen
Z” entering the workplace. Cyber bullying or harassment on virtual platforms is a pressing concern that should
be addressed in the POSH policy.
SENSITISATION AND C ODE
OF C ONDUCT FOR “NOT
CAMERA-READY” BEHAVIOUR
As a major portion of our workforce continues to work from home,
they operate in this workplace while
interacting with colleagues and work
teams. Therefore, a certain level of sensitisation of managers and other
employees on “not camera-ready”
behaviour, code of conduct and dress
code for video conferences, virtual or
video conference guidelines are
required to be clearly stated and put in
place. It will help maintain a certain
level of professional conduct among
employees.

POSH TRAINING DURING WFH
It is important for companies to
conduct training and awareness sessions
for employees across the verticals within the organisation. It should include the
leadership, managers, employees, newlyrecruited staff and interns who are now
getting on-board virtually. The need to
be sensitised to expected standards of
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fter his first book, Urban
A
Naxals: The Making of
Buddha in a Traffic Jam,
director and screenwriter
Vivek Agnihotri is now set to
come up with his second
non-fiction book, Who Killed
Shastri?: The Tashkent Files.
Known for writing
screenplays of films like The
Tashkent Files, Buddha In A
Traffic Jam, and Dhan Dhana
Dhan Goal, Agnihotri has
bound together the elements
of the mystery around the
legendar y Lal Bahadur
Shastri’s death in the book.

According to the author, this
is “the first-ever book to
investigate the mysterious
death of independent India’s
second prime minister, Lal
Bahadur Shastri, from all
possible angles.”
Commenting on his
book, Agnihotri said, “Four
years ago, I figured out that
the first fundamental right of
a citizen in a democracy has
to be the right to truth but
how is it possible if we don’t
even know the truth of our
second prime minister Shri
Lal Bahadur Shastri mysteri-

ous death in Tashkent. That’s
how this journey begins after
filling many RTIs and struggling with all the possible
sources. We decided to chase
the history and discover the
truth behind Shastri ji’s
death and in his journey. I
rediscovered the synergetic
politics of India after the
humiliating defeat by China
in 1962 till the emergency.
How India was sold and I
concluded that whoever
killed Shastri are the same
people who sold India, too.
This book is my spiritual
journey into politics and
very strongly conveys that it’s
because of the absence of
spirituality and moral values
in politics; how India has
suffered generations after
generations. This book is
also a warning to the new
generation as it aims to
explain to them why they
must fight in moral politics
and always stand up and
fight for right the truth.”
Vivek’s directorial film,
The Tashkent Files (2019),
also came with a hashtag
question — Who killed
Shastri? More than half a
century after that fateful
morning in Tashkent and the
question still remains unanswered — Did Shastri really die a natural death or was
it an assassination birthed
from political disagreements? For the director, it
was a tweet that inspired him
to work on the mystery related to his death.
The filmmaker and
author has also made the
book available online for
pre-orders. He has released
the cover of the book on
social media, for pre-orders
and to get feedback. The
book will hit the stands on
August 28.
On the work front, Vivek
will start working on his new
project, titled, The Kashmir
Files.

professional behaviour, redressal mechanism and clear implications of false and
malicious complaints need to be taken
into consideration with assurance of
swift action.
Popular method for facilitating
training sessions or activities across
industries on the POSH Policy and Act
were Face-to-Face. However, even

though social distancing is the norm,
the need to sensitise employees across
multiple locations should not be undermined. Utilisation of virtual platforms
has become an excellent mode of communication and learning with online
training and webinars to support and
address training needs of employees in
an organisation.
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A medical student enters a top German university on a secret mission to
uncover a conspiracy linking a family tragedy to a visionary biology professor.
Starring Luna Wedler, Jessica Schwarz and Thomas Prenn, season 1 releases on
Netflix on August 20.
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Demoted to an
academy job, a cop
trains five foolhardy
students as assassins
in his risky revenge
plot against police
corruption and the
underworld. Starring
Bobby
Deol,
Bhupendra Jadawat
and Hitesh Bhojraj,
the film releases on
Netflix on August
21.
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What do you do
if your parents are
kidnapped by a crew
of international
thieves? You begin a
wild overnight
adventure —
complete with spy
gear. The film
releases on Netflix on
August 21.
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he current events, especially growing border
tensions between the two Asian countries
T
reflect the present state of world. Likewise, the
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t was the third week of March. The
teachers had almost completed the
syllabus and the schools were busy
preparing for the final exams.
Computation of the average of the unit
test scores of each student was being
done. At that juncture, the novel
Coronavirus had advanced and bared its
fangs in India.
As a precautionary measure, the government announced the closure of all the
educational institutions. The students
were briefed on the safety measures and
a break till March 31 was declared.
However, the risk of contracting the virus
called for further closures and restrictions. The students and parents were in
a dilemma. Further, on April 1, cancellation of the final exams were
announced. Every educational institute
was asked to promote the students to the
next grade based on their school assessments, projects, periodic tests and term
exams. The well-heeled schools started
classes via apps like Zoom.
As the reopening of schools remain
under a cloud of uncertainty, the state of

I

ugust is the month for two
A
garden W’s: weeding and
watering. Regular attention to
both keeps a vegetable or flower
garden pretty and productive well
into autumn. For now, let’s look at
watering. It’s not necessarily less
rain that makes soils drier in
August; it’s August’s combination
of heat and lush plant growth that
quickly dries the soil.
Don’t expect to recharge your
soil with water by standing in
place with hose in hand, directing
a shower of water onto your
tomato plants. You may find this
satisfying and relaxing on a hot
summer evening, but no one has
the patience to stand fixed in place
long enough to do plants any
good. If you don’t believe me,
scratch an inch or so into the soil
with your finger the next time you
finish watering in this manner.
Unless you held the hose immobile for about an hour, only the
surface is wet.

the current academic year looks too
grim. There seems to be no thoughtful
programme or policy in sight for engaging the students meaningfully. Virtual
schooling has been implemented all
across the country even though a large
number of students are deprived of internet connectivity and gadgets like smartphones and laptops. The virtual mode
became a one-way communication
where the doubts of the students remain
unanswered. Amid all this, are we really interested in knowing what students
have to say about ‘learning from home?’
Well, it appears doubtful as not much has
been said about it.
This spontaneous virtualisation of
education came with various challenges
for both the administration and the students. In schools that were not equipped
with technology to conduct online classes, teachers had to fend for ways to
launch home-based learning. Some of
them created lecture videos and forwarded them to parents and children. It was
like delivering a lecture without keeping
any scope for questions. It signaled that

neither the participation of students was
taken care of nor their accessibility to
online education was thought about.
Another major issue of accessibility emerged in the families where there
was only one cell phone and two to three
children. It became important for the
child to attend classes online as the
absentees were reprimanded by the
school. On the other hand, parents/older
siblings were jittery because when they
wanted the handset for work, the child
was busy attending the online classes. A
kid of a daily wage earner developed an
inferiority complex because she couldn’t access the file her teacher had sent.
It was difficult for her to keep up with
the virtual classroom exercises and
activities. She faced a lot of disruption
in her studies. Initially, the parents
tried to pacify her but when she refused
to relent, they had to borrow money to
buy a smartphone. This story is not
restricted to just one family, it’s all pervasive. There are millions of stories of
such children committing suicide for not
being able to access digital education.

The pandemic has posed many barriers
in front of our education system — Have
teachers been trained to handle technology with ease? How many students are
equipped to handle e-learning? What criteria was used to declare a school as a
digital institute? According to the latest
information, one of the bizarre criteria
was if the teachers of the school owned
a mobile phone, it was considered to be
a digital school.
From a global perspective, “Half of
the total number of learners — around
826 million students — kept out of the
classroom by the COVID-19 pandemic. They do not have access to a household computer. Almost 43 per cent (706
million) have no internet at home at a
time when digitally-based distance learning is used to ensure educational continuity in the vast majority of countries.”
These figures were compiled on the basis
of data from the UNESCO Institute for
Statistics and the International
Telecommunication Union.
While speaking about online education, one is compelled to compare it with
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six inches deep. One inch of
water on top of the soil will do this,
as measured in straight-sided
cans set out with your sprinkler.
Or, equivalently, apply about a half
a gallon of water over every square
foot of ground.
You’ll probably do this weekly watering with a sprinkler. Most
sprinklers take about an hour to
put down that inch of water.
Some gardeners shy away
from watering when the sun
shines for fear that beads of water
on the leaves will act as magnifying glasses and burn the leaves.
Not true! (How many plants die
after a sun shower?) Midday is not
the best time to water because
evaporation and wind will carry
much of the water off target.
Nighttime also is not a good time
to water because the leaves stay
wet too long, promoting diseases.
Early morning or late after-

INFREQUENT, DEEP WATERING FOR DEEP ROOTING
Shallow watering develops
shallow root systems that can’t
reach water deeper in the ground.
Promote deep rooting by giving
your soil weekly, but thorough,
soakings that wet the soil at least

the offline mode. When children go to
school, they gain education not merely
through books but vibrant activities and
interactions with teachers and friends.
The best we were giving children was
making education a multi-sensorial
experience for them rather than just a
digital one. In classrooms, when the
teacher narrates an incident, the students
unknowingly compare it with their own
experiences and become eager to share
their stories. All these happenings go into
developing the intellect and character of
the child. Online education is taking
away experiential learning, an integral
part of the school setting. It seems that
e-learning can never be an alternative for
in-person education.
Although virtual classes have
become the new normal for education,
but what about the students belonging
to the underprivileged section of the
society?
(The article was written originally in
Marathi. It has been translated in
English by Alka Gadgil.)

noon, when the air is cooler and
usually calmer and leaves dry off
reasonably fast, are the best times
to water with a sprinkler.
FREQUENT,
SHALLOW
WATERING IS AN OPTION
The shallow watering and the
resulting shallow rooting that I
cautioned against are bad only if
you can’t keep up with the shallow
watering. You can keep up with it
— and reap other benefits — with
an alternative method of watering
called drip or trickle, irrigation.
The essence of drip irrigation
is simply a plastic pipe laid in the
garden row, with emitters at intervals out of which water slowly
drips. Dripping takes longer but is
more efficient than sprinkling (it
was developed for farming the
desert by Israeli agricultural scientists), because water can be
applied slowly to approximately
offset what plants are using.
Dripped water is less subject to
evaporation and lessens the
chance of diseases by not wetting
plant leaves. The shallow layers of
soil are also where beneficial bacteria, fungi and other soil microorganisms are most active.
Drip irrigation, by pinpointing water near your garden plants,
also results in less weeding. A
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sprinkler spreads water not only
to your garden plants, but also to
paths and areas between rows,
where it promotes weed growth.
Drip irrigation is really more
than just plastic pipes with holes
in them. The emitters are engineering marvels that drip consistent amounts of water along
their lengths and are somewhat
self-cleaning. Despite that selfcleaning feature, every drip system should also begin with a
sediment filter.
One of the best features of
drip irrigation is that makes
frequent, shallow watering possible simply by attaching a timer
to your hose spigot. I set my
timer each spring and hardly
think about watering at all until
I bring it and the sediment filter back indoors in autumn.
Drip lines can be left in place
outdoors all year.
Reserve hand watering for
the first few days that vegetable
and flower transplants are in the
ground, and for your weekly
deep watering for newly planted trees and shrubs.
It might seem that almost
every time you finish your hand
watering, rain falls. Cause and
effect? No. It’s your imagination.
°0?

growing pandemic situation and the Indian government’s handling of this and other national
issues such as those relating to Kashmir or Assam,
indicates the state of the Indian nation. The current events prove how egoism, confrontation and
violence have become the rule of the day. The situations in the Western Asia is, indeed, becoming more and more complicated with the passing of each day. It is acquiring new angles and
dimensions, and is nearing its ignition point.
There are now emerging new alignments and
enmities. Many nations are now getting involved
into it, either because of the resolutions of the UN
Security Council or because of some other reasons. Even if this situation is now defused, it will
be only for a temporary phase and will keep smoldering visibly or covertly.
Similarly, there are deep inter-party dissensions, social rifts, ethnic bickerings and economic divides, which have added a new dimension
to the present Indian scenario. These are, in fact,
un-resolvable because these are in-built. Hence,
social scientists call them structural defects in the
society which cannot be corrected unless the
structure of the society is changed. However,
those who are well-versed with spiritual knowledge, would have no difficulty in diagnosing the
present maladies that afflict the world in general and the Indian nation in particular. They would
understand that the present situation is due to
gross selfishness, ego
and lack of self-control, all of which are
rooted in body-consciousness.
If we look at
these happenings
from a spiritual
point of view, then it
becomes very clear
as to why are they
caused and what are
their results. Time
and again, it has
been said by many
religious and spiritual leaders that the
world-situation
would soon take a wide turn for the worse so
much so that we will have to change our ways of
living. A time would soon come when people
would flock in large numbers for receiving the
spiritual knowledge. Silence and yoga would
become the highest power to cure mankind from
all kinds of mental diseases. Looking at the series
of events across the world, this situation seems
to be arriving very soon. Hence, we must all prepare ourselves in advance for such a crisis. And
for that, we need to first of all pay greater attention towards self improvement. Our stage of purity and peace must get strengthened and become
unshakable. We must pay full attention to the
inculcation of all divine qualities such as humility, patience, tolerance, contentment, honesty, sincerity and more. We must not lag behind even
in a single divine attribute for our goal is to
become paragon of virtue or a divine being, who
has all divine qualities. For achieving this cherished goal, the time left is very less. Hence, if we
don’t wake up and speed up now, we will not be
able to reach our goal. We must remember that
the current condition of the world is a warning
bell for us to improve ourselves and prepare well
for unexpected emergencies.
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ionel Messi scored a brilliant solo goal as Barcelona
saw off Napoli on Saturday
but they are likely to need something even more special from
their captain to beat Bayern
Munich in the Champions
League quarter-finals.
Messi’s weaving run and
finish came between an early
Clement Lenglet header and a
Luis Suarez penalty, also won by
Messi, as Barca stormed into a
3-0 lead in the first half at
Camp Nou.
But Lorenzo Insigne gave
Napoli hope just before the
interval and an unconvincing
second period from Barcelona

L

London dreams
<UgQ^T_gc[YcSbY`dcQ^_dXUbT_]Y^QdY^W
2QiUb^gY^_fUb<_^T_^S\eRdXYcdY]U
QWQY^cd3XU\cUQd_cUde`2QbSQS\QcX
left them hanging on for a 3-1
win on the night, 4-2 on aggregate.
“A second goal would have
given them a feeling of euphoria that can hurt you,” said
Barca coach Quique Setien.
“It’s normal to get a little
nervous.”
In winning the penalty,
Messi took a heavy kick from
Napoli’s Kalidou Koulibaly and
needed treatment.
“It was a heavy knock,” said
Setien. “It will have to be treated but I don’t think there is a
problem.”
After finishing five points

behind Real Madrid in La Liga,
Barca resumed in the
Champions League with doubts
hanging over the form of the
team and the future of their
coach.
And victory against Napoli
eases the pressure but the performance will not inspire confidence, even with Messi seemingly rejuvenated after three weeks
rest.
Napoli, whose own league
season only finished last weekend, should have had the advantage of rhythm but a disastrous
opening half an hour left them
with too much to do.

Koulibaly, linked
with a move to several
elite European clubs this
summer, endured a particularly disappointing
night.
Yet Barcelona will
have to improve significantly to
match Bayern, who advanced
after putting seven past Chelsea
over two legs and are arguably
favourites to win the tournament.
“It’s going to be very complicated,” admitted Setien ahead of
the quarter-final on Friday.
Messi now has four goals in
his last three games and in a
one-off match in Lisbon, the
Argentinian is capable of anything.
But Bayern have their own
trump card in Robert
Lewandowski and a more complete team that makes them
heavy favourites to reach the
semis.
7-1 IN TWO LEGS
At Allianz Arena, treblechasing Bayern Munich seal a 41 home win over Chelsea in the
last 16, return-leg tie after
Robert Lewandowski netted
twice to .
“The anticipation is enormous. Barcelona has a good
team with very good players, but
if you look at the last few weeks,
we can fly to Portugal with a lot
of confidence,” said Bayern
defender David Alaba.
Lewandowski,
the

Champions League’s topscorer, bagged his 12th
and 13th goals in Europe
this season and played a
part in all four Bayern
goals in Munich on
Saturday.
Leading 3-0 from the first
leg at Stamford Bridge in
February, before the coronavirus
pandemic halted the competition, Bayern progressed 7-1 on
aggregate.
“We can be pleased, it was
our first game for a month and
it’s not easy to keep the rhythm,”
added Alaba.
“We have prepared for this
for the last two weeks and you
could see the result.”
Lewandowski netted a
penalty with just 10 minutes
gone at the Allianz Arena.
Winger Ivan Perisic then
doubled Bayern’s lead before
England striker Tammy
Abraham tapped home a loose
ball to give Chelsea brief hope.
However, replacement midfielder Corentin Tolisso put the
result beyond doubt when he
fired home a Lewandowski pass
with 14 minutes to go.
“I am really happy with how
we played over the 90 minutes,
the first 30 minutes we shut
Chelsea out,” said Bayern head
coach Hansi Flick.
This was a world-class display from Lewandowski who
added a late header to his pair of
assists.
He is now four goals short of
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Cristiano Ronaldo’s record of 17
Champions League goals in
2013/14.
“It’s not a goal of mine,” said
Lewandowski when asked about
Ronaldo’s record. “We have a few
more games in the knock-out
round and I am just as happy
creating goals as scoring
them.”
The Poland star was also
coy when asked about a rivalry with Barcelona star Lionel
Messi. “We have to perform
well and show our quality as a
team against a good Barcelona
side, it’s a big game for everybody.”
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ormer Italy and Juventus star Andrea Pirlo was
appointed the Italian champions’ new coach, just
F
hours after Maurizio Sarri’s sacking with the club
promising a “new chapter in world football”.
Sarri, 61, leaves Juventus after just one season,
a day after the Italian giants crashed out of the
Champions League in the last 16 to French club
Lyon.
The 41-year-old Pirlo, with no previous toplevel coaching experience, recently took over the
Juventus U-23 side and arrives on a two-year contract.
“The choice is based on the belief that Pirlo has
what it takes to lead from his debut on the bench,
an expert and talented squad to pursue new successes,” Juventus said.
“Today, begins a new chapter of his career in the
world of football: from Maestro to Mister.”
Pirlo’s swift appointment, a day after their
Champions League exit, is again a bold choice for
club president Andrea Agnelli.
Other former players have turned to coaching
such as Zinedine Zidane, Frank Lampard and
Gennaro Gattuso, but Pirlo does so without experience.
The former midfielder does, however, know
Juventus and its players well after an impressive fouryear spell from 2011 to 2015.
“Pirlo has had a legendary career as a player. In
his four years at the
centre of the
Juventus midfield, he won as
many league
titles, a Coppa
Italia and two Italian
Super Cups,” Juventus
said.
He also won two
Champions Leagues and
two league titles with
AC Milan.
At Juventus,
Pirlo will now find
himself coaching
some of his former teammates such
as Juventus
goalkeeper
Giangluigi
Buffon, a year
older at 42.
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ax Verstappen delivered Red Bull’s first victory at Silverstone since 2012 on Sunday when
M
he made the most of a superior strategy in sizzling
conditions to beat both Mercedes and claim victory in the 70th Anniversary Grand Prix.
It was the Dutchman’s first victory of the season
and the ninth of his career and the first time a race
had been won by a driver who did not start on pole
position in seven races since last year’s Mexican Grand
Prix.
Verstappen owed his
victory to a team decision
to start the race on hard
compound tyres while
his main rivals all
launched from the grid
on mediums, the two
Mercedes men struggling
to manage tyre-wear
throughout the race.
During the race, Red
Bull asked him to ease
off, but he replied saying
“I don’t want to drive like
a grand-ma” before the
team relented.
Verstappen won by
11.326 seconds ahead of
championship leader and
six-time champion Lewis
Hamilton who passed
Mercedes team-mate Valtteri Bottas in the closing
stages.
Bottas, who started from pole, said: “Very frustrating for me, to start from pole and finish third.
“It’s not ideal and I think that as a team we were
sleeping at some points in the race. My strategy was
far from ideal.”
Hamilton’s podium finish meant he equalled
Michael Schumacher’s career record of 155 podium
finishes. It was also his record-extending 38th
points scoring finish in a row.
Charles Leclerc came home fourth after a sterling drive for Ferrari ahead of Alex Albon in the second Red Bull, Lance Stroll and his Racing Point teammate Nico Hulkenberg. Esteban Ocon finished eighth
for Renault ahead of Lando Norris of McLaren and
Daniil Kvyat of Alpha Tauri.

November 19 as tentative date for start
of domestic season with Syed
Mushtaq Ali T20 tournament but
Indian players in various IPL teams
won’t be able to play first few rounds
due to quarantine protocols in place.
The delay in the beginning of the
domestic season due to pandemic
means that only Mushtaq Ali trophy
and Ranji Trophy (Dec 13 - March 10)
comprising of 245 games (across
formats with 38 teams) will be played.
There will be no Vijay Hazare
Trophy, Duleep Trophy or Challenger
Series this year and as of now there
is no provision for Irani Cup also.
“This is a tentative list that has
been prepared and it has gone for
approval of president Sourav Ganguly
and secretary Jay Shah,” a senior BCCI
official told PTI.
While this is a draft schedule, it
is being asked how the Indian players, who will return from IPL, will play
since they will have to be in a 14-day
quarantine as per Government rules.
“That’s an issue primarily for the
uncapped players, who would be with
the squad and would like to play some
cricket. Now even a player’s team is

ngland looked all but beatE
en when they stumbled to
117-5 in their pursuit of a 277-

knocked out before play-offs, he
won’t be back before November 3 and
till Nov 17 will be in quarantine.
“For those whose teams are in
play-offs and may reach finals, they
will have to miss the first few rounds
in that case. But again this is a draft
proposal and there could be some
tweaks in it,” the official said.
However with BCCI expecting to
conduct the next IPL in India, starting end of March or early April, it is
imperative that they keep a threeweek window between Ranji final and
beginning of IPL which will help the
domestic stars recover after hectic
tournament.
PTI
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3D108) Pakistan batsman
Shaan Masood’s century
in the first Test has propelled him to a careerbest 19th place in the
ICC rankings for Test
batsmen while Chris
Woakes’s match-winning
84-run knock in
England’s chase helped
him jump 18 places.
Left-hander
Masood’s first-innings
knock of 156 pushed
him up by 14 places and

he is now second-highest
ranked Test batsman for
Pakistan behind Babar
Azam (6th). Masood’s
previous best was 32nd
position in February this
year.
Woakes is now
ranked 78th in the batsmen’s list. Woakes, who
scored 19 and 84 in the
match, has also jumped
to seventh position in the
list of all-rounders.
Buttler’s innings of

38 and 75 have lifted him
from 44th to 30th while
Ollie Pope has attained a
career-best 36th after
scoring 62 and seven.
In the bowlers’ list,
Pakistan leg-spinners
Yasir Shah moved up
two places to 22nd place
after finishing with eight
wickets in the match.
Shadab Khan has reentered the rankings at a
career-best 69th position.
PTI
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Saturday said that she is pressing ahead with plans to play in
the US Open despite a wave of
player withdrawals from the
upcoming Grand Slam event
over coronavirus fears.
The 23-time Slam winner
returns to tennis next week at the
inaugural Top Seed Open WTA
event in Lexington, Kentucky,
relaunching her season after a
six-month hiatus caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Williams, who was one of
the first players to commit to the
US Open despite the pandemic, said her plans remain
unchanged, adding that she was
tentatively planning to go to

Europe for the rescheduled
French Open.
“I see myself doing it all if it
happens,” Williams said when
asked about her schedule during
a virtual press conference.
“But I am not planning for
the future, as tournaments got

cancelled I was just like, ‘Let me
just work on today and see what
happens.’”
Williams revealed that she
had been practicing on her own
court, built with the same hardcout surface used at the US
Open. She has also stayed fit
with construction of a home
gym.
Serena, who is also scheduled to play the Western and
Southern Open tune-up event in
New York before the US Open,
admitted that only tournament
play would allow her to properly gauge her fitness.
“Everyone has an opportunity to be more fit now, because
we spent so much time at home

to work on ourselves,” Williams
said. “Fitness wise, there is going
to be a tonne of fitness, but
match fitness is different to fitfitness.”
Williams, who turns 39 in
September, meanwhile said she
was unable to say whether she
would be at the rescheduled
Tokyo Olympics in 2021.
“That is just looking too far
ahead, I don’t know if Tokyo
plans to be in Tokyo, we will
have to wait and see,” she said.
“I don’t know what to
expect. One thing I have learned
is don’t plan, I am living for the
day and for the moment, in a
good way but I am not making
plans too far out.”
AFP

run target set by Pakistan at
Old Trafford but captain Joe
Root felt confident about his
team’s battling qualities.
“We knew it would take
something special but after last
summer it is very hard to
stop believing. It’s a real strong
trait of ours,” he said.
Almost a year on from Ben
Stokes’ heroic batting display
to stun Australia in the 2019
Ashes at Headingley, Jos
Buttler and Chris Woakes
combined to deliver a counterattacking display in a 139-run
sixth-wicket stand.
Buttler (75) was trapped
leg-before with 21 runs still
required and the second new
ball due, but Woakes (84)
stuck it out, edging the winning boundary down to third
man to seal a famous victory.
“It was a brilliant chase. I
couldn’t be more proud of the
lads,” Root said.
“Jos, it shows the mental
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ngland’s star allrounder B en
E
Stokes will miss the
remainder of the
three-match Test
series
against
Pakistan due to family reasons, the
country’s cricket board
announced on Sunday.
The England and Wales
Cricket Board (ECB), however, did not specify the
exact reasons for his pullout.
“Stokes will leave the
UK later this week and travel to New Zealand. He will
2WaXbF^PZTbaTcda]bc^_PeX[X^]PUcTa
WTVdXSTb4]V[P]Sc^fX]X] bcCTbc 0?

strength, to play that situation
and manage different passages
of it, calculating risks, manipulating the spinner, brilliant
innings, and Chris was magnificent too.
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ondon Olympics Bronze-medallist Saina
Nehwal has resumed training at a separate
facility in Hyderabad after the coronavirusinduced break and is likely to join the national camp at the SAI Pullela Gopichand Academy
in a couple of weeks.
Saina is one of the eight Olympic hopefuls
who have been allowed by the Sports Authority
of India (SAI) to resume training at the SAI
Pullela Gopichand Academy from August 7 following the Telangana Government’s approval.
However, the former world No 1 has, for
the time being, decided to train with shuttler
husband Parupalli Kashyap and 2014
Commonwealth Games Bronze medallist RMV
Gurusaidutt at a different centre near the
Gopichand academy.
“We have been training at a centre near the
Gopichand academy for a week now. It is a small
facility. We started with the basics as it was after
a long time that we were hitting the court,”
Kashyap, a former Commonwealth Games
champion, said.
“Saina has just joined. She will probably start
training at the Gopichand academy in a couple of weeks. She wants to get fitter and reach
a decent level. She has sought the permission
of Gopi sir and discussed it with new Indonesian
coach Agus Dwi Santoso,” he added.
Kashyap, who is currently ranked 24th in
the world, believes the Gopichand academy is
equipped with enough courts to accommodate
a few more players, who can start training by
following social distancing and other regulations
laid down by SAI.

L

“ The more important
thing is we back it up again,
and keep learning, but the
clarity with which they played
shows the maturity of the
group too.”
With England losing four
quick wickets after lunch,
Woakes and Buttler had no

miss England’s two Test
matches against Pakistan at
the Ageas Bowl starting on Thursday 13
August and Friday 21
August,” the ECB said
in a statement.
He will be flying
to Christchurch —
where his parents Ged
and Deb live.
Stokes’ father — a former rugby league international — was hospitalised
days ahead of England's
Boxing Day Test against
South Africa in December
last year, and has since been
recuperating at home in
New Zealand.
choice but to reel in the target
in one-day mode.
“It was good idea to take
them on and put them under
pressure,” Woakes said. “He is
one of the best white-ball
players in the world — one of
best run-chasers — and he
showed why today.”
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ast bowling great Wasim Akram has
come down heavily on Pakistan capF
tain Azhar Ali for his decisions during
the first Test against England, saying he
“missed a trick quite a few times” in the
visitors’ three-wicket defeat here.
Akram was particularly critical of
Ali’s decision to under-bowl pacer
Naseem Shah, who was used for just 13
overs out of 82 in the second innings
while defending a target of 277.
“It will hurt. It will hurt the
Pakistan team and the cricket lovers in
Pakistan,” Akram was quoted as saying
by Sky Sports.
“Winning and losing is part of
cricket, but I think our captain missed
a trick quite a few times in this game,
as far as his leadership is concerned,”
the former Pakistan captain said.
Akram felt with England reduced
to 117 for five, the need of the hour was
to put pressure on Buttler, who was
fighting for his Test spot, and Woakes,
who averaged just 5.22 with the bat in
his previous six Tests.
“When Woakes came in, there
were no bouncers, no short deliveries,
they let him settle down and runs were
coming easy,” Akram said dissecting the
errors of Pakistan skipper Ali.
“Once the partnership got going,
nothing happened — the turn didn’t
happen, swing didn’t happen — and
Buttler and Woakes just took the game
away.”
‘LET OFF THE HOOK’
Pakistan head coach Misbah-ul-

Haq is not happy with his side’s belowpar batting effort in the first Test but
more disappointing to him was how the
visitors let England off the hook during their run chase.
“...We are disappointed that we let
England off the hook after they were
five wickets down at one stage. The way
Buttler and Woakes counter-attacked
our bowlers it was very skilful,” Misbah
said.
“Over all, we could have done better with the bat in the second innings.
It would have been a different scenario
if it was a 300 above target. It is very
important to put up decent score in the
second innings against England’s quality bowling attack in their own conditions.”

